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SBPA1 to 
• re-examine 
attendance 
procedures 
• 
By Ellen L. Armstrong 
Hil\1op Starr Reporter 
Mandatory class at1er1dance, a 
system practiced at Howard Univer-
sity during the 1960's, may reappear 
nex1 semester in the School of 
Business and Public Administration, 
according to Dr. John Williams, an 
associate finance professor . 
Williams and other School of 
Business faculty members recom-
mended ''m:indatory class attendance 
for students who are not performing 
well academically.'' 
''Some faculty members describe 
the measure as paternal . I sec nothing 
wrong with protecting young people 
from themsel,•es if it will make them 
better students," ho said. ''Students 
learn more when they are present, not 
only from the professor, but from 
each other as well ." 
According to Williams, learning to 
.attend classes promptly and puctually 
prepares students for the corporate 
world which requires that type of 
behavior . 
The matter has been under discus-
sion by an Academic Planning Com-
mittee since last semester, and was 
raised in a schoolwide faculty 
meeting since then, Williams said. 
The Howard University Board of 
Trustees, scheduled to meet Feb. 26 
- 27, must vote on the issue before it 
can be implemented. 
Some faculty members and 
students argue that the change is un-
called for. 
''S1udents make their own deci -
sions and should bear responsibility . 
I don't think that mandatory atten-
dance creates responsibility," said 
Samuel Paschall, assistant professor 
in the Schoo) of Business General 
Service::i. Department . 
''This is given when an individual 
has the free will ·to make his own 
decisions . Responsibility comes when 
you deal with the results of making 
these decisions," he said. 
Brian Carmichael, a senior major-
ing in accounting, said, '' \Ve're pay-
ing our own money . We should be 
able to attend class as we deem 
necessary . If we can get the education 
we want without attending class, then 
the University does not ha\'e the right 
to make it mandatory. ·· 
''The system should stay the way 
it is,'' said Pali! Long, a represen-
tative of the School of Business Stu-
dent Council. 
''The instructors who want to en-
courage attendance should encourage 
it through their own measures, in-
cluding a pbrtion of the grade as par-
ticipation. Students will a1tend classes 
where the instructor is interesting__and 
knowledgeable," Long said. 
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Independent film pro-
ducer Spike Lee. diNclor 
and ltar of the hit movie 
''She's Golla Ha.e It'', 
discussed his views in a 
forUm addN1sin9 the 
NII of black fllsiiliNI I .. 
In llac•'-n A 1Mfilorium 
Sa1111rday. 
Graduate Trustee can-
clicluhl• profiled p. 2 
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Far•er prl•e 111lnl1ter 
1tres1e1 eco•o111lc I•· 
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•·nns.ciao Cru"·rltt' Jr.!Thr Hilllop •·nascino Cro"·elk Jr.ITM Hilltop 
No. 21 Landreth Baugh (left) helped the Bison soor to •ictory ooer North Carolina A&T, while Aggie coach 
Don COtbett (right) pleads with officials over a cant1o"ersial game ending call. 
Bison beat A&T in OT 
By Darren Price 
Hilltop S1aff Reporter 
o(ficiating \Vas-all right until the official made the 
last call at the end of the game. He could have gave 
me a warning.'' 
Howard was doomed for defeat against North 
Carolina A&T " ·hen lhe officials awarded Aggie 
guard Thomas Griffis two technical foul shots with 
three scconOs left On the clock. Bul, as fate would 
have it, Larry Hill, MEAC Supervisor of Officials 
overruled the game officials, and Howard went on 
to defeat the Aggies 71-67 in overtime, before a 
crowd of 4,200 last Saturday in Burr Gymnasium. 
Howard took advantage of the second chance on-
ly after John Spencer left the game with his fifth 
personal foul. With 4:2.S left in overtime, Landreth 
Baugh ( 11 points, 9 rebounds) followed upOn a 
missed basket giving the Bison a 62-60 lead . 
However, Carl Be~1on answered for the Aggies 
\vhen he made t\vo freethrows, tying the game 
62-62. 
After Griffis made both shots, Hill went to the 
floor to tell 1he officials about the deci sion. Griffis 
could only take one shot . The officials initial call 
a llowed Griffis to take t\\'O s~ots because George 
Hamilton received a technical for dcla)·ing the game 
\\"hen t1e tapped the ball before N.C. A&T's in-
bound play. 
A reverse layup by Baugh and a freethrow pro-
vided Howard with a brief three point lead (65-62) . 
Aggie Kenny Cox countered when he made a layup 
closing the gap to 65·64 with 3:07 remaining in 
overtime. 
The Aggies probabi)' would ha\'e won 1he game 
61-60if1he ca ll " 'as no1 changed. Ho"·ever, Hill's 
decision tied the score at 60 " 'l1ich ga,'e Howard the 
ball . 
Griffis missed two free throws which would have 
given the Aggies 1he lead . With 1: 11 left, Derek 
Caracciolo made a layup and Howard led 67-64. 
Caracciolo's shot was essential to the 1eam's 
' ' ictory. 
''It's jusl that time of year when I feel you have 
10 rise to the top," said Caracciolo . ''When you are 
the underdog you always have that extra adrenaline 
going.'' 
According to the \Vashi11g1on Post North 
Carolina A&T Athlectic Director Orb}' Moss will 
file a protest to Ken Free, the Mid-Eastern Athlec-
tic Conference Commissioner . But Howard did not have that extra adrenaline 
''We lose 10 them (A&T) twice a year," said 
George Hamilton. ''It \\'as a big season \vin. The C Continued on page 10 
i Development only hope 
Future-of Blacks examined 
• 
By Trace)' Y. Moses 
Hill1 op Staff Reporter 
Development of effective leader· 
ship qualities among today's black 
youth is the onl)' hope for the future 
of black America , Delegate Walter 
Fauntroy said during the program 
''An African American Histo ry 
Celebration'' sponsored by Tom 
Skinner and Associates . 
Tom Skinner, minis1er and presi-
dent of the organization, and Faun-
troy, delegate for the District of Col-
umbia and pastor of New Bethel Bap-
tist Church , discussed youths' 
responsibility in determining the 
fu1ure of the black race. They ex· 
amined aspects of 1he program's ~ 
theme ''How \Ve Got Over; How We 
Get Fun her.'' 
Fauntroy insisted that today's 
black youth guard ''the hopes and the 
embodiment of the dreams'' of their 
enslaved forefathers. According to 
Fauntroy, that leaves them with a 
rtspOnsibility and a duty. 
''The highest priority is that to 
'''hich you have been called," he said . 
''You represent " 'here we must go 
and you will decide if ·we get there." 
Fauntroy has served as delegate for 
the District 16 years. He also par-
ticipaf$d in the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference, worked for 
the Civil Rights Movement under Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr .: and helped 
organize the Free South Africa 
Movement. 
Skinner, a consultant to top For-
tune 500 companies, athletes, enter-
tainers and politicians, lectures on 
Wall Street and organizes nationwide 
management and leadership 
workshops. 
By working with u'niversity 
students, he hopes to develop leaders 
who arc '' technically excellent and 
spiritually mature,'' said the Howard 
campus organizer, Michael Worsley. 
Skinner discussed the present state 
of black America and offered sugge-
tions on how to maximize its 
possibilities for furure development 
and success. He said blacks must take 
responsibility for their own future. 
''We believe as a people that 
whatever comes to us should come to 
us for free,'' Skinner 
said. ''Deliverance will come when we 
stop waiting forthe man to get off our 
backs. We must become aware that 
the future rests with us.'' 
'' I am distressed by the discon-
nectedness that exists between us,'' he 
said, insisting that blacks cannot suc-
ceed as a people without seeing 
themselves as a family connected in 
a struggle for liberation . 
Further steps toward success in-
clude involvement in an active effort 
toward the empowerment of black 
people, he said . 
1
'0ur annual income as a people is 
$236 billion dollars," said Skinner. 
''That makes black people in 
America the ninth largest nation in 
the world." 
Skinner suggested that blacks use 
that money to meet their ends as in-
dividuals and as a people, collective-
Sophomore faces 
possible indictment 
--
By Purvelte Bryant 
Edi1or-in-Chicf 
A Howard University student faces 
federal kidnapping charges and a 
possible federal- grand jury indic1-
ment for abducting a 75-year-old 
woman from her Alexandria home 
Feb. 11, according to Henry E. Hud-
son, United States Attorney for the 
eastern district of Virginia. 
Kellis Dion Jackson, a 25-year-old 
sophomore in the School of Busi11ess 
and Public Administration, is being 
held without bond in the Fairfax 
County Jail. A trial is possible within 
the next 70 10 80 days , Hudson said. 
At approxima1ely 10:30 p.m . 
Jackson knocked at Marjorie Mit-
chell's residence at 614 Oakland Ter-
race wearing an Olltfit that resembl-
ed a police uniform, said Al Hein , 
FBI special agen1 for the bureau's 
Northern Virginia office. 
The \voman was 1hrO\\'n 10 the 
noor and handcuffed afler Jackson 
rushed through the door, said Hein . 
''The firs1 thing he did was have 
her call her husband from the 
residence to lei him kno\\' she \Vas be-
%~ 
/' /,.' 
_ .. ~ 
--
Artist's rendition of police s•etch of 
Kellis Dion Jac•son 
. ing kidnapped," he said. 
Dr. Arthur V. Mitchell , a 74-year-
old Arlington physician, received the 
call requesting $177,000 in used $100 
bills at his office in Arlington :-- ·. 
Mitchell immediately con1acted the 
FBI and attempted to raise the ran· 
0 Condnued on page 4 
HU South African 
relates tale of arrest 
By Robert Frelo"'· 
Hilltop Starr Reporter 
Seco11d in a t•,·o par! series 
Arrested \\lhi le rctlfrning fron1 hi s 
sis1er-in-law's funeral in Johnesburg, 
Sou1h Africa, Howard Uni,'ersi1y 
s tudent Fun,vako Dlamini \Vas 
a llegedly detained and tortured fro1n 
May to early August by the South 
African government. 
According to Dlamini , he \Vas not 
allowed a phone call the entire period 
of his 'detention by the South African 
government .. ''My parents found out 
abou1 [llY detention after contacting 
Amnesty International (an interna-
tional human rights organization 
" 'hich concerns itself \Vilh the freeing 
of political prisoners) in London.'' 
His parents reportedly wenl to 
foreign affairs and Swaziland govern-
mental officials, having spent a 
month negotiating with Pretoria 
(South Africa's car; i1al) officia:s for 
his release, but Dlamini credits 
Amnesty International for getting 
him released . 
When he \Vas finally released, 
Dlamini questioned South African 
officials on \\'hat was going to be 
done about the condition of his 
mouth and he said they clearly denied 
knowing anything aboul ''his acci-
dent . '' 
He said, ''My parents can not sue 
because they would be in trouble with 
the South African government . The 
death squad would even possibly be 
• 
sent in .'' 
Dlamini sa id 1ha1 after being 
released i11 S\\'azi land, he decided to 
lea,•c for the U.S. When he got to 
E11gland , ho"'ever, he wa~ 1urned 
back to South Africa because his visa 
had just expired that August . 
' 'In early-September, I went back 
10 Swailand to get a visa through 
Ho\vard Universi1y and the American 
Embassy there ;·· he said. 
According to Howard's Office of 
International Student Services 
Dlamini applied for a B-2 prospectiv~ 
student visa, which would have 
allowed him into the U.S. for 30 
days, giving him time to apply for the 
standard immigration forms for 
foreign s1udents studying in the U.S . 
His current. visa will expire in 
January 1991 . 
Dlamini was later referred tv the 
School of Communications ad,·isors 
~y Barry Bern, director of ~nterna­
t1onal Srudent Services tlere at 
Howard . 
'' Howard would not sen\ me the 
J-20 immigra1ion form since1 i tJe Fall 
[ 1986) semester had alread}'~Sfarted, 
~o I wrote from Swaziland explain-
ing to [School of Con1rnunica1ions 
academic advior] David Meyers. m,· 
situation," Dlamini said. . · 
''The advisors in 1he School of 
Communica1ions ine1 as a comn1irree 
and agreed to let me regis1er la1e for 
this sen1ester, he said. 
''I found out around Januar)· 10, 1 
1987 tha1 I \vas accepted (back to 
0 Continued on page 11 
.. 
Wahr Foun11oy, D.C. Can .. 11iollal d•l•gal .. glftl pallllS fOf ilffectiue 
leadership during a history celeltiollo11 Tu11llay. · 
ly by investing· in black owned munity," he said. 
businesses, contributing to black Maintaining ''moral forti1udc:" 4 
universities, and supporting black and achieving ''spiritual maturity'' is-
politicians and black advdcating essential to the dcvelopme111 01· 
organizations. tomorrow's black leaders, Skin11er 
''Because the majority of their and Fauntroy said. 
contributions come from people ''We cannot get from here to there 
other than blacks, some black politi· without the religious and moral for-
cians and organizations feel no titude to do it," Skinner said. 
responsibility toward the black com- D Continued oa paa~ 12 
Latest debate considered 'liveliest' 
-· 
.. 
........ c lolL II., •• 0 I .. I I II ••s•a ••• 11111 
... 1111 s ••Lai• •11 I lr1 'SUI lmua. 
Mkhelle Miiier 
HiU1op Starr Reponer 
It was more than some bargained for 
when the_ candidates for HUSA president, 
v1cc:·pres1dc:nt and Underaraduate Trustee 
made their claims at th• General 
Assem!~s Speakout heJd in Sutton Plaza 
Wcdn y nlalu_ 
More than 50 studenrs clu1tered into 1he 
cramped space allot;ted for the Spe1kout, 
which some ilid was tllc liveliest of tbem-
ali. 
·. TJ\e ni&hr beaan with openina remarks 
from both Underaraduate Truslee can-
didates, Klilb Taylor and r,taleoa Calvin. 
• 
Taylor restated his campaign philosophy 
of brin1in1 '"accountability to the pasi-
tion'' of Undergraduate Trustee if he is so 
elected. 
Currently president of the School of 
Human Ecoloay Student Council, Taylor 
said the Undergraduate Trustee does not 
present the needs of the students to the 
Board of Trustees, the trustee only 
represents the needs of the students as a 
member of die Board. 
His promise is to be there for the 8,100 
students who Med him when they nt od 
him. One of his ll'M!ll if he if elected wiU 
be to set up olTke hours 10 listen anll spe1lr 
with •H 1 IMI Oil rt l oa c 11 a1. 
••you m''S 1 , 11• willl•Yll 41 to f1DCl 
out what their interests and needs are.'' 
Taylor said, addina that the Unck:;f:luate 
Trustee has to make himself avail...llc if he 
wants to aet the best of an perspectives. 
Malena Calvin, former Buileus of 
Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority, Inc., omphasized the reciprocal 
relationship between the YOtina public and 
herself. The two need each other to aet the job done, she said. 
CalvUi considers assertiveness and ...,_ ' 
fessiou•ism to be two of her key qualities. 
From her cmnpeip flym to her montal •-
titude, she exprasod that these q,...ies _ 
assure succes.s. 
u C1 I' 1e • ••& 4 
• 
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Jones 
wants 
visibility 
8)' ElizaMth Smith 
Hilltop S1aff Reporter 
Jeff Jones said that he anticipated 
running for the position of Graduate 
Trustee while still an undergraduate 
al Howard University. Now a second 
year law student, he hopes to fulfi:J 
that dream on March 4. 
Jones believes that this position 
should be taken very seriously. ''This 
is not a position for someone who is 
shy, reserved, easily intimidated, or 
someone who is hesitant to speak," 
he said. 
The Graduate Trustee should be 
outspoken, visible and accessible to 
the students, he said . 
' 'I am a spokesman. When I see 
something wrong, I will speak up and 
suggest some solutions," he said . 
Currently, Jones is a representative 
fo r the Law School's Student Bar 
Association and serves on the Hilltop 
Policy Board. As an undergraduate, 
Jones served ~special programs 
director for the Undergraduate Stu· 
dent Assembly and as Liberal Arts 
Executive Treasurer . 
Hailing from West Palm Beach, 
Fl . , Jones said he heard about) 
Howard from his instructors and 
decided to visit the campus. Not on· 
ly did Jones like what he saw, but he 
also believed that Washington , D.C. 
was the best place to learn about 
government . 
' 'I want 10 continue 10 be a part of 
t.bis grea.t _i[lstitution,'' he said. 
Jones' platform focuses on three 
primary issues: providing high 
visibility and improving financial aid 
procedures and health services. 
The financial aid offices are not 
functional, he said, since ' 'we have 
to come on campus to get forms and 
information, when we could have of· 
fices in our own schools . Since the 
schools are separate, so should the 
financial · aid offices .'' 
' ' I want to be the candidate who 
is visible . When someone is elected to 
thi s position, he is ob[igated to serve 
and represent the students . I have a 
duty," he said. 
He added that in order to carry our 
his duties, the tru$tCC has to unders· 
tand the issues and work well with the 
administration . 
As an undergraduate, Jones, along 
with o ther student s and ad · 
' 
C1alltlDte' Jeff Jo1111 1akl Me plcl 
foow1 ltiti 11 Nnp;ovlftl ffnateial aid 
proc......_ 1twd1111 hecllh Mnices 
and officer vl1lblN1,. 
Allen Brow•/Tlrle HHhop 
ministrators, instituted the first stu· 
dent forum in the 1983-84 ad-
ministration, entitled ''A Discussion 
with the Nation's Black Mayors ." 
''We had total administration cf· 
fort,'' Jones said. ''President (James) 
Cheek agreed to do the welcome and 
vice·presidcnt [Owen) Nichols pick· 
ed up the microphone equipment. 
They made things happen for us.'' 
Jones said that he will not hesitate 
to compliment the administration 
when it docs something good. ''We 
must compliment as well as com· 
plain,'' he said. 
If elected, Jones would like to in· 
stitute evaluations of the professors 
and tile comprehensive exams process 
at the Law School and implemcnta· 
tion of the conditional pass policy at 
the medical school, and evaluation of 
professors in the medical and dental 
schools done by students . 
' 
e us 
Fridie 
looks 
division 
or 
By Eliubolh Smllh 
Hilltop Stiff Reporter 
" 
Larry Fridie, a second year law SIU· 
dent is running for Graduate Trustee 
in hopes of bridging the pps between 
students, insturctors and the ,Board 
of Trustee. 
Fridie attributes this 1ap to the lack 
of representation of student concerns 
to the Board. ''If I can represent the 
students' interest to the Board and in 
turn, communicate those interest 
back to the student body on a bimon· 
thly basis, the comunication in itself 
will hold," Fridie said. 
A native South Carolinian, Fridie 
graduated from the University of 
South Carolina where he served as 
chairman of the bud1ct comittee for 
studc'nt activities, in which he work· 
ed. with a one million dollar budget. 
He has also served as business 
manager for the law school's Bir· 
ristennagazinc. Fridic's experience 
however, docs not stop at school, he 
said. 
Since 1981', Fridic has been work· 
ing on Capital Hill as a congressional 
intern under the direction of the of· 
flee of Speaker of the House, as a law 
clerk at the House Banking and 
Finance committee under the chair· 
manship of Walter Fauntroy, where 
he helped lobby the Martin Luther 
King Jr. holiday bill through 
Congress. 
While working under Fauntroy, 
Fridie was one of the youth coor· 
dinators for the Martin Luther King 
Jr . holdiay marches. 
Fridie is a graduate of the Public 
Policy Institute of the Library of 
Congress, where he received training 
on an8.Iyzing public policies that af· 
feet the U.S. economy. 
, 
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' 
lf elected Fridie plans to ask the ing them and to incorporate these 
board to separate graduate financial issues in his platform, 
aid procedures from undergraduate He also plans to petition the Board 
financial aid procedures. to establish a comprehensive commit· 
'
1Thcrc has to be some type of divi~ tee with the sole purpose of random· 
sion to satisfy the problems that ex- ly selecting an inspector to see if that 
ist, •• Fridic said. ••At least 30 to 45 instructor is adequately performing 
percent of the law students did not his duties. 
recicvc their financittl aid this year . ''I want to make people 1accoun· 
The remedy is to have an administra· table for their promises. I am just 
tion working strictly with graduate tired to everything being the student's 
students and another working strict· fault,'' Fridic said. · 
ly with undergraduates.•• Fridie,said that students at'Howard 
Fridic also wants to increase the arc not familiar with their role on the 
shuttle bus transporation to 24 hours Board. ''I have worked with . the 
a day, sever days a week. ''A lot of Board for the past for years, so I. 
graduate students depend on the already know the process and pro· 
shuttle bus and most graduate cedures, '' he said. ·11 
students study on the weekend," He chose Howard for graduate 
Fridie said . , . studies because he wanted com· 
He also plans to hold two annual radeship with black students: 
open · forums wh~n the Board of ''When we get out in tJ:tc. ~world 
Trustees will listen to student and have to fight for c1v1I nghts, I 
concerns. would feel better if I had someone 
Fridie would also like to alle'o'iate from Howard behind me, ~ · he Said. 
the division between the Greek When he arrived at Howard, he 
organizations. ''there needs to be uni· was disappointed at the lack of uni· 
ty," said Fridie. ••1 want to try to ty among the students. 
generate funds to put on programs ''It is time to stop looking back, 
with all of my Greek brothers and and look forward. We need to stick 
sisters . ' ' our chest out and look at us as being 
As a Board member Fridie intends from Howard and being the 
to survey the graduate schools to backbone of America. That can on· 
assess the most pertinent issues fac· ly be accomplished through unity." 
g~1ke Communications 
Proudly Presents The 
Black College Satellite Telecommunications ~etwork 
Melbourne, Florida 
March 3,4,5, 1987 - ' 
' 1 ST Annual Conference and Workshop 
WITH 
i BCSTH 
''LIVE TELECONFERENCES'' • 
March 3,1987 March 4, 1987 
''SATELLITE TECHNOWGY: UNDERSTAN- ''THE IMPACT OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
ON HIGHER EDUCATION AS WE APPROACH 
THE 21ST CENTURY'' 
DING, PLANNING, AND UTILIZATION 
•Frank l#aver, Manager. Communication Satellites RCA 
•Dr. Charles Kare/is, Director. Fund for the Improvement of /tJst-
Secondary Education(PIPSEJ 
' 
• Clinton Walker. Coordinator, Network lJata Operation BCSTN 
•Dr. Howard Myrick, Chairman, Dept. of Radio. TV and Film 
Howard University 
•Donald Coleman, National Institute of Mental Health 
• E Katibo Bennett, Ill Teleconference/Technical Coordinator 
BCSTN 
•Bradford Reynolds, Assistant Attorney General, US. Dept. of ' 
Justice 
, ., •Dr: Alexander Shurer. Chancellor. New >Vrk Institute of 
•Dr. Mabel P. Phifer. Director. BCDSTN 
•Millard J. Watkins,/// General Manager. WHUR, Howard 
Universit)' 
' 
Technology · · •, 
•Dr. Louis Bransford, Plesident, Public Satellite Servicelt:oflSortium 
•Dr. Ma!8'flret Seagers, Executive Director. White House Initiative 
•Frank ~aver. Manager. Communication Satellites RCA for HBCUs · 
•Dr. Samuel Myers, President, National Association for F.quaJ Op-
' portttnity in HiRher Education _ 
•Dr. Mabel Pliifer.. Director; BCSTN. Howard University 
. Time: 1:30 pm - 3:()() pm 
,. 
Time: 1:00 pm •. ),:00 pm 
~ ' ,, I • . 
, 
• 
RECEI}'.ING SITES: HOWARD UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL AUDflORIUM • 
· · ·- - -- · -
, HOWARD UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AUDITORIUM 
. . 
The Teleconference will be broadcast LIVE to recelvin& sites at HOWQI 
STUDENTS AND FACULTY to ask questions and 
Ina the latest in satellite technolo.p. Boward UahenltJ 
black coPleps ud unlvenitles, aacl •other ud 
mun .... Uon •vould like to atnd q bnltation to II 
sity to la lids ...... 
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Conferees 
Managers sai· broadcast~r.s - -· Proprietorship a factor 
should exploit 6pportun1t1es · in urban stations' success 
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Aliff Brow•l'Tlle HWlop 
--
Gregory markets 
new drug f ormul~ 
-
By Lucius t.. Millinder, Jr. 
Sp«ial to the Hilltop 
Dick Gregory, comic, activist and 
nutrition expert, renown for his.Slim-
Safe Bahamian Diet plan , unearthed 
a new drug formula he says will 
reduce an addicts dependency on 
drugs like ''crack. " and others that 
have virtually blanketed many black 
communities . 
To replace the drug dependent's 
need fo r his or her stimulant , 
Gregory and his staff plan to market 
tlie new diet supplement to drug 
rehabilitation· centers first and the 
ultimately it will be available from 
pharmacies, natural food stores and 
other retail stores . 
" The people hooked on drugs, 
alcohol and cigarettes have their pro-
blem because they crave the par-
t icular substance, but this formula 
knoc ks out the craving,'' G regory 
said . 
.. 
By Brenda Golde• aad 
Unda J. Looaey 
Hill1op S1arr Reponer1 
Newsroom knowledge, c;>utstan-
ing journalisti~ abilities and ' 'bor-
ing'' ambition to write are amol!I 
1ualities necessary to be successful ln 
he broadcast industry, according to 
panel of experts . 
This particular session of the 1987 
award University Communications 
':onferencc was held in the Vashon 
loom at the Howard Inn on Thurs-
ay, Feb. 18. 
' 'It is terrible out there right now," 
aid Jerry Nachman, vice president 
nd general manager ofWRC-TV in 
-he District. ' 'People must exploit op-
rtunities and learn things,'' in 
:irder to be the best in the field, he 
•dded. 
Nachman also claimed that jour-
nalism is not a profession, but a 
craft because it is • not a licensed car~r like teaching, la~ and medical 
practice therefore the government 
· cannot' revoke licenses from 
journalists. 
He also said learning the language 
of jounalism and ~pending a lot ?f 
time in understanding the trade will 
lead to , if not anything else, a firm 
foundat ion. 
The best broadcast journalism op-
portunities can be found in sm~ll 
cities he said, where one may be 1n 
. -
. close contact with a small number of 
others and can better learn all 
business operations. 
Accordin1_ to Nachman, lar1er 
cities may offer fewer journalism op-
ponunites. For example, journalists 
1n the Washington area lookina for 
full-time employment have to ao to 
smaller industry operations, not I~ 
ones such as WKYS orThe 
Washington Prut. 
Nachman emphasized that 
reporters need to get into the habit of 
reading different newspapers, 
magazines and other frequent 
publications, becawe keepina abreast 
of current issues will allow them 
greater writing abilities. 
When asked the question, ''Why 
so few blacks?" by Pluria Marshall, 
chairman of the National Black 
Media Coalition, Nachman said that 
the main and most obvious reason 
was racism. Those in high positions 
arc still very reluctant to hire blacks 
due to personal biases, he said. 
Jim Hutchinson, - of In-
ter Urban Broadcasting, is head of 
New Orleans' largest radio station. 
Hutchinson said the black institu-
tions arc greatly due appreciation, for 
without them, black. stations stand 
little chance of survival . Black banks 
and other organizations lend 
thousands of dollars in funds and arc 
responsible for starting many stations 
and keeping them going strong until 
they arc ab1e to suppon themselves. 
- . - -
- - IBiJ1:iainiiiiaiiidi8alGoG0:1<iiidiee;alut1i9fil-
IJed1 Loo1ey 
Hilhop Staff Reponcrs 
Ownership, listtnership and 
marketplace potential are all factors 
in the success or failure of urban 
radio stationa, as discussed in the ses-
·sion of the Howard University Com· 
munications Conference entitled, 
''Black America and Radio Program-
ming: How Shall the Two Meet?'' 
The session was held Friday, Feb. 
20 before a crowd of aspiring radio 
personalities, programmers, directors 
and the like, many of them black 
students . 
''Radio is a competitive business,'' 
said Tony Gray, of WRKS Radio in 
New York. ''Each format is deter-
mined by profit potential and it must 
be marketable," he continued. 
Jazz stations are claimed to have 
formats that appeal to few people, 
mostly black adults and because of 
this, many times the low rate of 
listen~rship is not enough to keep the 
station financially working, he said. 
According to Gray, larger cities 
such as New York and Los Angeles 
arc said to have very large markets, 
and therefore a greater longevity than 
those stations which are floundering 
in smaller cities with smaller markets, 
where urban listenership is poor. 
Bobby Bennett, program director 
of WHUR> radio in the District, said 
that college students prefer jazz music 
over other types-strayina away from 
'be-bop,' rap, and othen, but when 
WHUR tried a large concentration of 
jazz, it failed, not reaching a Iarae 
enough audience tn b,. .-nnti"tted , 
sOriie lOCal- urbiln'StitIOns such ii 
WDCU, the University of the District 
of Columbia's radio station, play a 
heavy concentration of jazz and the 
small audience it reaches prefers it to 
crossover music, which has bcc11 very · 
popular reccnt!y, Bennett said; 
Oddly enough, many people are 
turned off by jazz, at least in urban 
areas and not just the Contemporary 
''fluffy'' jazz, but the traditional jazz 
as well, he added. 
Presently, there arc not many 
black owned stations, reason being 
that blacks simply cannot afford to 
purchase stations that may range 
from hundreds to millions of dollars. 
There are 360 black operated sta-
tions in the nation, yet only 30 of 
those stations are black owned. Ac· 
cording to Bennett, hopefully more 
of these black operated stations will 
soon be not only run, but owned by 
blacks as well. 
The best quality of radio is found 
to be on.FM. which has a much larger 
market- and carries thousands of 
watts . However, more AM stations 
arc being purchased and reaching 
larger markets as well, Bennett said. 
''The Nutrition COnnection Con-
nection is a food supplement 
specially formulated to provide the 
essential nut rients, viatmins and 
minerals to help fight the 
dehabilitating effect s brought on by 
abuse of alcohol, caffine, drugs and 
nicotine,' ' Gregory said . 
While it may seem difficult 10 
believe that any one nutrition product 
can stem the tide of the national pro-
blem of drug abuse, the former civil 
rights leader has no ~oubts about his 
'' T he bo dy reac ts to those 
substances, which create the high, but 
then low comes and the low is really 
only low blood sugar, which the body 
doesn' t like, so it craves the substance 
that gets it back to the high . So in-
stead of imitating the-Oody's urge for 
the susbtance, I just knock out the 
low blood sugar by raising the level 
with natural chemicals, so the body 
can ' t crave the drug anymore ." 
De 'Big Sisters' still going strong 
product. 1 
In an independent stl1dy sanction-
ed by Gregory and conducted under 
the auspices of Dick Gregory-Enter-
prises in Chicago, it was found that 
''America is the most drug addicted 
country in the world ." More than 90 
percent of Americans have tried caf-
. fine , the study showed . 
Gregory, a multi-millionaire, wh~ 
has enjoyed remarkable sales of hi s 
diet dri nk, expla ins that the Correc-
~ion Connection was developed main-
ly for those people who are using any 
type of addictive drug whether legal 
of illegal. 
Reprinted with permisSion f rom 
Focus Magazine. 
By Lauren Cooper 
Hill1op Starr Rcpor1cr 
After 32 years, the Big Sisters o f 
the Washington Metropolitan Arca 
are still helping girls ages 6-17 deal 
. mo re effec ti vel y with their 
surroundings. 
Esta blished in 1955, the program 
works by pa iring girls ages 6-17 with 
women 21 years of age and older . In 
these pairings , the big sister .P~ovidcs 
guidance and serve as a pos1t1vc role 
model fo r the little sister. 
The organization began as a 
volunteer effon but is now a member 
of tho the United Way of the Na-
tional Capital Area. According to the 
director of the organization, Cecily 
M. Ro·bbins, ''The United Way is a 
fuiiding source but not the primary 
source.'' Fund raising, grants, and 
membership rates arc ways in which 
the- Big Sisters organization supi)le-
ment their income. 
Currently there are 96-volunteers. 
Volunteers arc asked to make a one 
year committment and when match-
ed are asked to spend at least four 
· hours per week in contact with their 
little sisters. 
In the Washington area, 99 percent 
of the little sisters are black. This 
poses a problem for the agency says 
Robbins because currently only one 
' • 
third of the volunteers are black 
women. This limits the chances of ap-
propriate matching. 
Robbins said ''Cross cultural mat-
chings are not as successful . '' 
Young black women have cultural 
issues to deal with like ''Where do I 
fit in? ' ' that older black women can 
offer a better understand too. 
In his book "Your Child's Self 
Esteem,'' Corkill Briw said there is 
0 Continued on page 4 
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.Voonday Prayer Christian Fellowship 
Invites You To ]oin Us 
• 
In This IIaward University 
Special 
Recently, there has been an 
increase in the nwnber of 
racial and racist related in-
cidents here in America. 
The ugliness of these incl· 
dents is shocking. Will the 
dream of Qr. King ever be 
realized? Can we as a na· 
tion ever hope to see racism 
eradicated from our so-
ciety? This veiy special 
event is designeq to answer 
these questions! You will 
be challenged and enlight-
ened. The time is ripe for 
this event! Because this 
event is being pub)iciud 
throughout Washington, 
seating will be provided on 
an availability ba.5is. Please 
come early to secure yours . 
The special music and min-
istzy being planned will 
make this event an excep-
tional one! 
The-== 
~* HOPE FOR* * * * * 
..... BLACK AMERICA!-
Friday, March 13 at 
7:00 pm, Cramton Auditori11m 
featuring 
and 
• 
U JTHER BLACKWELL 
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Lauren Cooper 
Hilltop Starr Rcponer 
What ever happened to the bright 
yellow Body Ecolo1y truck with the 
colorful rainbow on the sides that us-
ed to sit diagonally across from the 
School of Business? Well it seems 
that the owner, Artis Hinson, has 
moved on to more open territory. 
Hinson has retocatcd to 
Greensboro, N.C. where he had 
already opened a Body Ecology 
Health Food Store in 1985. Before his 
relocation, Hinson was spending four 
days out of the week in 0.C. and 
weekends in Greensboro. 
The 1967 Howard University 
graduate, said one of the reason he 
left his spot on campus was because 
of ''student and adrTiinistration 
apathy." 
He said that he tried to get a facili-
ty established on Howard's campus 
but was unable to Jet the cooperation 
that he needed from the 
administration 
Hinson and his yellow truck had 
been a part of the campus scene since 
1975. Prior to his 12 years in the 
health food business, he worked for 
an-insurace company and IBM but 
did not want to ''sit behind a desk for 
40 years and rot , ' ' he said in an anl-
cle from the Greensboro News and 
Record. 
Other reasons that Hinson 1ave for 
leaving the Howard campus were 
problems with the vending situation, 
hi1h cost of living in the District and 
also less competition in Greensboro. 
He hopes to attract students at 
nearby colleges in Greensboro. 
The Greensboro store offers a 
much larger variety than the mobil 
trucks on campus did. Hinson offers 
fresh j uices , vegetables, fruits and 
nuts, oils, and lunches such as a 
vegetable sandwich, a cooked grain, 
a salad or a cooked vegetable entree 
and a juice. 
He is not just in the health food 
business for a profit, he said, but of-
fers an alternative way of living 
which he suppons 100 percent. Hin-
son does not eat animal flesh. His 
d iet consists mainly of fresh fruit, 
nuts and, vegetables and he said that 
" natural food\ cleanse the body and 
soul . '' 
Befofe leaving the Howard cam-
His star~, located at 239 E~st pus, Hinson did find a vendor to take 
Market St., is close to Nonh Carolina · his spot. He said that he did not want 
A&T University, Bennett, and North to leavC students without natural 
Carolina University at Greensboro. foods.•• , 
Eventually he plans to outfit anothef When asked about expanding his 
mobil unit which will offer a sampl- business he said he probably will in 
ing of his wares at the campuses. the futu~e keeping his Greensboro 
Bwincss in Greensboro is growing store as a base. He also implied chat 
rapidly, Hin~n ~d. ' ' The. people he had not given up on Howard en-
have to be trained to appreciate and tirel y and may be back . 
be receptive to what he has to offer. 
The Student Bar Association 
of 
' 
Howard University School of, Law * 
presents . * 
Its Annual Talent Show 
. ''SCANDALOUS'' * 
* 
with Brute Bailey of WDJY 
Cramton Auditorium 
Saturday, March 7th at 8:00 PM 
$5.00 Admission 
Tickets available at Cramton box office and West campus 
For ful\1:1r Info, Olll (202) 688 6888 
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Kenyatta orga_nizes 
This Is parl four In a sbc pal't serks 
rebellion Leader seeks economic tie 
By S•zuae Alexnder tion. Because thCre eXisted no Kikuyu them how to help themselves. The 
Hilltop Staff Reporter written language, the teachings in the paper demanded the return of Kenya 
till>c were done orally, with the to the indigenous people. The paper 
.Black History Month is a con- ~rand~rents ta~ing the leading role had no effect on government policy, 
By Cblnytn! Emeruwo 
Hilltop Staff Reponer 
inuous celebration of achievements 1n passing on tnbal customs. however. because all attention was 
ade by blacks in every aspect of Witb the coming of British col- 'focused on the rising number of In- The only way to solve the current 
ociety. This celebration serves as a onists, Kenyatta received a further dian settlers who outnumbered white debt crisis in the world is to help third 
eminder of the past and a motivator education at the Church of Scotland colonists three-to-one. world countries achieve economic in-
or the future. In honoring Black Mission in the village of Kikuyu . Frustrated, Kenyatta left Kenya for dependence, said Michael Manley, 
History Month, it is appropriate to This introduction to western a tour of Europe. Seeing white men former prime minister of Jamaica 
recognize not only Afro-American civilization confused Kenyatta. for he in their homeland gave Kenyatta a 'and the leader of the Peoples Na· 
chievers, but also international found himself searching for the better understanding of what was · al p C A di · 
fi h h · ed h' · Ch · · 'deal' h h d1 ed · hap· pen1'ng 1·n Kenya po11·11·cally. tion arty at ramton u tonum, gures w o ave impact 1story 1n rist1an i 1,m e a earn 1n Wednesday. 
some way. ,.... school among the British colonists. One of the first Africans to study Manley, who studied economics at 
Jomo Kenyatta, described by white What he found instead was a society in Europe, Kenyatta spent 16 years the London School of Economics, 
en as ''a leader to darkness and of questionable morals. prior to 1946 in London, Moscow said at the seminar titled 
death'' and proclaimed by black men Living in Nairobi, Kenyatta gain- and Paris . Familiar with European ''U.S./Caribbean RClations: Pro-
as ''the light of Kenya,•• was a leader ed popularity at an early age. Flam- political ideologies, Kenyatta return- spects for Co-operation'' that the 
closely associated with Mau Mau, the boyant in dress, fond of dancing and ed to Kenya and became president of United States is experiencin,g huge . 
Kenyan colonial revolt against the a favorite among the ladies, he ac- the Kenya African Union, the only debts because third world countries 
British in the 1950's. ' quired the name Kenyatta, which is political organization with effective do not have t·he foreign exchange to 
Charged in 1953 with organizing the Kikuyu word for ''a fancy belt.'' power b u s fi · hed od 1 
h M M bell. h' h k A h · · f Af · h Tho.usands of Kenyans responded uy · · inis pr uc s. t e au au re 1on w 1c too mong·t e ma1onty o ncans w o Manley warned that the Caribbean 
13,000 lives before it was suppressed, were labourers or house-servants. to Kenyatta's call for liberation. nations, as well as other third world 
Kenyatta was sentenced to seven Keny&tta was considered to be in the Although progress was slow with the countries, must not depend soley on 
years in jail and restricted of free top of the social class. conservative government in power, foreign capital for the development 
movement anywhere beyond a Politics began to dominate Kenyat- African frustration resulted in 'the of their economy. He said all the 
remote area of the country. ta's life in 1922, when he joined the Mau Mau rebellion in the early third world countries which haVC 
Instead of damaging Kenyatta's Young Kikuyu Association (YKA). 19SO's. depended solely on foreign capital for 
reputation, however, the conviction Fighting growing British dominance • Most Africans agree that Kenyat- the development of their economy 
underlined the depth of African in Kenya and the intolerable restric- -ta was not directly responsible for the have failed to attain economic in-
unrest in Kenya. Kenyatta was a sym- tions that rose from it, the people of Mau Mau rebellion. Howevet, it is dependence. Moreover. these coun-
bol to the Kenyan people of African Kenya began to agitate for reform understood that after Mau Mau, tries were afraid during their ex-
freedom and dignity. It was Kenyat- while the government fiercely political progress began. In 1960, for perimentation with this idea ''to 
ta who first demanded these rights resisted . In the early 1920's, the YKA the first time, Africans were elected tackle int_emal social reconstructions, 
from the colonial British government was renamed the Kikuyu Central as ministers of government and the lest it offends'~ the foreign investors, 
and it was the Mau Mau rebellion Association. Kenyatta became one of ''color bar'' began to ease in Manley said. 
that took action to get those rights. its officials in 1925 . . , intensity. ''Foreign capital will only come 
Born around 1893, Kenyatta was In 1928, Kenyatta became·editor of Kenyatta remained in jail, labeled logically and inevitably where there 
a member of the Kikuyu tribe of a news-sheet entitled Mwigwithania as ''a leader to darkness and death'' is quick natural profit,'' Manley said .. 
enya. As a young man, KeDyatta (the Reconciler). This paper attemp- and a threat to the future. His peo- He also added that no foreign in-
_ec-ei.;.v _  ed_a_t_r.a.d.i1_i_on.a1 .... K.i"'k"'u.yu,...ed,...u.ca.--~t.,e00<'."1.o.u.n.i1.e.1.h.,e.m_a.ss•e•s•b•y•t•e•ac_h""i~n""g_p_1_e_, _ho·w--ev .. e_r_, .be_g_a_n_t_o_se_e_r_re_e_d""o_m_._, vestor will be willing to invest in the 
type of investments that are risky, but Forel·gn. P'Ol1· __ cy d1·scussed will contribute lo the economic development of the country, if 
successful. 
~ 
By Doniel B. Sparks 
Hilltop Staff Rcpont-r 
To dispel some of the ignorance 
and to give a brief history of blacks 
in foreign policy, professor Henry 
Many Howard students are Jackson, from Hunter College of the 
familiar with the United States City University of New York, spoke 
Secretary of State George Schultz and on ''Afro-Americans and American 
th~ role ~hat the mcm~rs of the· ; Foreign Policy'' held in the 
D1plomat1c Corps play 1n the for- Blackburn Center Auditorium 
mutation and execution of U.S. Wednesday. ' 
fore.i~n ~licy, but many are not The seminar, sponsvred by the 
familiar. wtth th.e role t~at black.shave Howard University Department of 
played 1n foreign pol1cy-mak1ng or History, was a part of the depart -
the role that they can play and the ment's regular lecture series that 
benefits thereof. 0 Continued on page 11 
:Around the World 
Natalie Stroud 
Hilltop Staff Rcponer 
The Cilnadian Broadcasting Cor-
poration (CBC) has announced that 
it will run public service advertising 
to urge people to use condoms as pro-
tection against AIDS. 
The advertisement issue·has caused 
much debate over whether the cam-
paign will encourage casual sex. The 
CBC board will enforce the ban on 
advertising by condom manufac-
turers, but will allow public health 
groups to talk about the use of con-
doms on the television. 
The Mizo National Front Party of 
India surprised Prime Minister Rajiv 
Gandhi's ruling party when they took 
the majority of seats in the eastern 
Mizoramas's fir~t ~tatc ass~mbly 
elections. 
The Mizo National Front won 23 
seats, while Gandhi's congress party 
won only I I . 
The Mizo group has waged a war 
of independence from the govern-
ment since 1966. 
. The women are protesting 
magazines showing bondage and 
sado-masochism acts displayed at 
newsstands . Magazines showing these 
demonstrations would only be 
displayed in bookstores in the United 
States. 
''In these trashy magazines stories 
show women being hurt physically or 
mentally by men 's attacks. We are 
afraid the publications give many 
men the idea that women are just 
waiting to be raped," Renako 
Kumura, the keynote speaker at a re-
cent meeting of the Womens Action 
Group said. 
The Canadian Public Health About 100 Japanese women The group is asking all people op-
posed to the pornographic magazines 
to write protest letters to the editors 
of the magazines . 
Association has already begun representing the Women's Action 
preparations for future ~ds.which are ~ Group arc ~rotesti~g t~e reading of 
to be run during adult v1ew1ng hours. pornographic publ1cat1ons by men. 
Big sisters 
From paae 3 
a critical time where a non-parent 
.adult has more influence over a 
tecriager. The Bia Sisters aim to be 
there during that time in a young girls 
life to steer young women in the most 
positive direction . 
Kidnap 
From Pill• I 
soni through banks aiid savings and 
loans establishments, he said. The 
banks were unable to afford him such 
a large amount in used bills. 
However, Mitchell was able to obtain 
530,000. 
The doctor was instructed by 
Jackson to bring the money to The 
Golden Palace Restaurant, 7th and G 
streets, N.W ., at 4:30 p.m., but hear· 
Speakout 
Fro• par 1 
HUSA preildential and vice 
praiclenlial caadklateo 11epped to the 
forefront 10 expreoa themodveo after 
Calvin IUld Taylor. 
Fritz Jean, Prt1iJc11• of the Sutton 
Plua dormitory cxmnc11, di1C1J11 e II 
the t' I r of I* plolform Ma "VOie 
ror ..11 11' ,,., vOtc for ora•mn. 
tfm\11'-t#WJ~!!Xfk»''Aoaw!' I 
to J s. W. r.-rora rep: 11 .• a 
syntbl 1'2 °''' •.•. c:c•···•7 and 
Jn 1986, the Big Sisters began 
holding workshops that dealt with the 
choices that women have to make. 
The organization feels that ''health 
and reproductive issues'' are issues 
that need to be discussed . 
In a newsletter the organization 
provides, it states if things continue 
as they are 40 percent of 14 year olds 
will become pregnant before they 
reach age 20. This would cut thier 
chances of graduating down one-half 
and they would earn only one-half of 
rived at 5:03 p.m. due to rush hour 
traffic, Hein said. , 
FBI officials instructed Mitchell to 
retrieve the money and return home 
where he received a subsequent 
telephone call from Jackson. The 
alledged kidnapper chanaed the drop 
off point to a restroom in the Eastern 
Airline corridor at Washington Na-
tional Airport, according to Hein. 
While under FBI surveillance 
Jackson left the restroom with the 
money and released Marjorie Mit· 
chell from her 1971 Cadiqac parked 
in the airport's VIP parking lot at ap-
proximately 9:22 p.m. 
''Once we made sure (Marjorie) 
the income of those who do ·not 
become mothers . 
Another issue that Robbins said 
the organization recognizes, is the ii· 
literacy rate among Black and 
Hispanic youth. Although the 
organization currently docs not have 
resources to deal with the prob&em, 
it is something that they soon hope 
to be able to provide resources for. 
The Big Sister organization is cur-
rently experiencing staff cuts, but 
Robbins said that volunteers will take 
up some of the slack. She said that 
the organization did at one time have 
Mitchell was O.K. we put a message 
on the radio to arrest (Jackson)'' who 
was traveling in a taxi cab headed for 
thC 14th street bridge, said Hein. 
FBI officials believe the woman 
was transported from her home into 
the District and was probably taken 
into Maryland as far north as 
Baltimore. Marjorie Mitchell could 
not be' reached for comment. 
''It was a horrible experience for 
Mrs. Mitchell," said Dr, Mitchell. 
''She was put in the back of the car 
with tape over her mouth, her hands 
and feet handcuffed. She's still men-
tally upset about it. Her wrists are 
black and blue from the handcuffs." 
international lt:livltiel. the leader, a supporter does not wrar 
Jean sea the nrrll to iake one step blindcn. He leads when the leader is 
at a lime, to ..nt before he runs. "If gone." 
you want to ctimb a mountain, start Bedford asked the audience not 
with one foot up," be Wei. only to analyze the president but the 
Accordio1 to Jean, there is a need vice president as well. 
for people to clean up shop in their Robert Williams, current chairman 
own hick yards before they 10 to the of the "Educate 10 Liberate" 1u1or-
neishbor'1. "Students leanina ot{ ins PfOll"ant, shores the HUSA slate 
themselves need to produce fol with Georsett• Greenlee. Williams 
tbemwtva, •• ·be said. -!.,~ mapped out his and Greenlee'• plan 
Cnla Bodford, president of Phi to &Ctter the·campus coilimunity. 
Beta Lambda (Future Business ••we muse define ourselves,' he 
Lr? d 1 1 of "-lea), shares the slate said. There is a nrrd 10 be more ac-
·*1 Jr D ror HUSA rice prr 1jcleut. Uvein tbccommunitJ and .... mUll 
Lyld1ro. . ~-.--"'!.';' Id II laaJ:l1!-'Y ~«•fllMI I ... ., .. 
lh"'L .,,. • =1111' 80t • •hd!t v. Ji rollo••~ ''A fia walb around <l1ua1ace Gr1rnl11, e1adW1tt for 
Manley suggested that the Carib-
bean nations, as well as other third 
world countries, adopt policies that 
lay emphasis on education, the source 
of manpower necessary for any pro-
fit," Manley said. 
dvertise in 
The Hilltop 
Brig Theuns Swancpoel, who is 
running for a seat in South Africa's 
parliament, has accused members of 
the eabine\ of being Communist. 
Swanepoel blamed Prime Minister 
P . Botha for allowing Communists, 
who advocate negotiations with the 
African National Congress (ANC). 10 
sit in the cabinet . 
''Botha has allowed himself to be 
pushed into a corner from which he 
cannot escape," Swanepocl said. ''I 
believe in negotiation with the enemy• 
only down the barrel of a gun. We 
must not negotiate with Communists. 
the ANC, or any radicals.'' 
Swanepoel may face a libel suit 
because it is illegal to call anyone a 
Co~rnunist in Sou~!_l Africa_ ~p.less 
the accuS(\tion can be proved true. 
an intern from Howard University 
a~d_w~ld be r~eptive o( . ot!J,_e~S_:_ 
Even with its problems, the 
organization is till a force that make 
a difference in the community. They 
usually have SS to 100 matches at any 
given time. These ''one on one'' 
. teams will have an impact on future 
generations, as reported in 
Washington Post . 
Robbins, who expresses an interest 
in today's black woman, said that it 
is important that youna black girls 
are aware of the present day suc-
cessful black woman. 
-· The fonnal charge against Jackson 
is a violation of federal kidnappina 
statute Tide 18 of the U.S. Code 
which holds a maximum life 
sentence, according to Hein. 
Jackson enrolled at Howard In the 
fall of 1986, accordlna to A1Wln 
Lane, dean of Special Studetll Ser· 
vices. The Hotel-Motel Mta·1 :1 d 
major, who resides at 1621 Ovenon 
St., S.E., is a transfer 11udtn1 f'rom 
Texas, said Lane who de c'lned to 
state which institution be tramfe11ed 
from. 
Hein said that J11ek'OO prorJ•'m• 
he is originally from Bi.rminaJwn, 
Ala. 
HUSA president and C.\llllmi '' 6*'I' 
of HUSA'a Student Coacoml and 
Grievances Committee, backed 
Williams' statema1u. ''We have 
needs at Howud Unlvcni!Y" much 
like the bask needs of food. clotMna 
and shelter. ''We must utilize those 
needs of HUSA." 
Greenlee defined HUSA from its 
conadtulion wbicll IW• thM all 
rqiatered Sllldrllls of tile uai¥mll1 
an m n'ben of HUM. tbertfore, 
lhe 1111 ''the 01111 to ... I I the 
t::.!\;'!:,:ZC:: wbo cu belp" 
QN. -r ....a 1111 aiauo11:llm ,. IO 
d!ft .............. ........ 
Ud•brr *•••· 
' 
-Vl11tt11I V l1a'f:MITile HS11, 
Michael Monley 1t111MCf tfle ~lllfM;rtance of economic ln~spanda~ce .• 
his 1p11ch ot Howard Weclwdat nf9ht. 
The attemPt by many Caribbean Caribbean nations when there is 
nations to turn thousands of groups political problems, but also when' 
of people into mini-states or ''viable there is any kind of economic strategy 
functioning social entities'' will not in this· hemisphere which will threaten 
succeed by each country tryng to do the security of American investments, 
it alone. the Monroe doctrine is involved.'' 
The MonfOC doctrine has been· us- If the third world countries' strug-
ed to justify American interventions gle is to succeed, Manley said that the 
in Central America to prevent any current world economic system, 
economic progress in the region that established bytransnational and mulit, 
national corporations has to be 
Would threaten U.S. interests, accor· changed. He said it has to be chang-' 
ding to Manley. ed "because we (third world coun-
Maniey said that the doctrine has .tries) need a more suitable economic 
not only been used to intervene in the independence. , 
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For students at Howard who are tired of hear- rounding Apartheid remain unresolved. 
ing about apartheid and about the civil strife in Constructive engagement remains the official 
South Africa, the war has finally come home. U.S. position towards the South African 
The war came in the embodiment of Funwako government. The Reagan administration still 
Dlamini, a 28-year-old native of Swaziland, one believes the white-minority regime can be in-
of the tribal homelands created by South Africa. fluenced more by friendly persuasion than by 
After nine months away from this campus, direct pressure. 
Dlamini returned battered, bruised, mentally President Reagan's veto of sanctions was 
and physically scarred but still alive. This, one overruled in Congress. The limited sanctions are 
man's struggle and ultimate survival, is the latest still in place an~ U.S. companies are pulling out 
potent symbol of the oppressed millions of of South Africa. Members of Congress are 
blacks in South Africa . clamouring for even stiffer sanctions and one 
Lest anyone dismiss Dlamini' s experience as should see firmer action soon . But, this will not 
an unlikely unimportant occurrence, the fact s bring about fundamental change. ·At this stage, 
must be recounted. _The junior journalism ma- maybe only violence will . 
jor and former Hilltop (1986-87) International It must be said that advocating or supporting 
Page editor, returned to Swaziland last April to violence as a means of social change is not 
attend the coronation of his cousin, King M. always acceptable in American politics - that is, 
Swazi Ill . A sudden and unexpected twist of except when trying to overthrow so-called 'lef-
events turned what was supposed to be a two tist ' governments . But the violence and terror 
week celebration into a five month nightmare. being created by the South African government 
According to Dlamini, his sister in law died has set a deadly precedent and leaves the blacks 
and he went to Alexandria, Johannesburg for of that country with few alternatives. 
the funeral. On the way back, he and two Blacks do not have the option of the ballot 
friepds were arrest!!_(! ,fo~·.&upposedly . breaking , bo)C,. 1Tl/.ey pave been de~rived of !he ri~ht to 
"' the curfew which h'as been· imposed as part of ·VOie by ·the Afr1kanen;' sk1llfu~man1pulatfo1t of 
"'"that ·~o\Jntry's state"or emergency. ' ' · the 'democratic system' . They will not go to the 
The group was separated . Dlamini was inter- polls at the upcoming general elections. Their 
rogated, beaten , imprisoned and tortured. He only path therefore, is the way not of the ballot, 
was hospitalized, chained in leg irons, had his but of the bullet. History has already vindicated 
teeth damaged, his mouth wired shut and was them and legitimized the use of force as a key 
fed only milk. This is the essence of black life element in bringing about real social change. 
in South Africa. · 
Throughout the long ordeal, Dlamini was 
denied a single telephone call and a lawyer. 
Although he was held in prison for five months, 
he was never formally charged. He was denied 
those rights most Americans take for granted. 
Thanks to the human rights group, Anmesty In-
ternational, Dlamini was freed and is a student 
again. His physical ordeal may be over. but the 
overall struggle and the larger questions sur-
Where does all this leave the students and the 
rest of the Howard community as a whole? Too 
close to continue to enjoy the comfort of indif-
ference. Funwako Dlamini is a brother who sur-
vived the horrors of South Africa and has told 
his story. Others did not. And many more will 
die at the hands of the South African govern-
ment. What will the Howard community do to 
protest these actions? 
Levitt uses unique method 
State and Local Government, an 
undergradu<1te class that attempts to provide 
students with a foundation for understanding 
the American political process, has been taught 
by Dr. Morris Levitt, a professor in the Depart-
ment of Political Science, for most of his 21 
teaching years. Its emphasis is placed on the 
inter-relationships among people who live 
together in a given community, who work 
together, share relatively the same socio-
economic problems and are active in the 
framework of state and local governments. His 
unusual medthod has proven to be effective. 
He teaches this course in a special way and 
does not employ the techniques of a formal, 
traditional lecture and examinations, where the 
teacher bombards the students with facts, 
figures, theories and statistics that lack relevance 
in the real world. Instead he uses an innovative 
teaching method to get all the students involv-
ed in learning by acting, thinking, doing and by 
asking questions. The simulation becomes a 
creative tool to encourage students to learn the 
science of politics by becoming active par-
ticipants in the various aspects of government. 
Simulation works intellectually and students not 
only have fun by acting their assigned role but 
learn a lot by trying to relate theory to practice. 
The course is outlined in stages. In the first 
stage, students establish their imaginary com-
munity - that is, they ~lect their type of locali-
ty and geography and name. Also, students 
determine the city's economic and demographic 
characteristics, the issues and problems facing 
the city and they choose relevant political roles. 
In the second stage, students will engage in 
writing the city's charter. The purpose of the 
Charter Convention is to create the structure 
and form of government as well as to write the 
rules to be observed by the rulers and the rul-
ed. The third stage involves voter registration, 
party conventions, mayoral and council member 
debates, campaigns and elections. The fourth 
stage·is the legislative process in which students 
become exposed to learn about drafting and in-
troducing bills, lobbying etc. 
Apart from the extensive reading and writing 
assignments, students are encouraged to develop 
individual or group strategies to influence and 
gain rewards from the political system. They are 
also urged to understand that interpersonal in-
teractions affect how governments are created, 
staffed, operated and how issues are treated and 
public decisions are made. Students are expected 
to attend every class session with new ideas, 
creativity, imagination and open minds. 
In essence, ·the purpose of Dr. Levitt's 
teaching method is to intellectually stimulate 
students and to challenge them to assume 
responsibility and to force them to be creative 
in their approach to government. 
DC catches Bison-mania l be one of my fond rccolleclion1 of my stay at Howud University and one of the many reuons why ''I'm 
so atad I ao 10 Howard U." There is a rare phenomena that has now TV stations arc shpwina 
been occurrina on Howard's campus hi&hliaJus of Bison aarncs as they do 
and around tho national capital area. Gcoraetown, Syracuse, Mar}-lmld, 
I call it Bilon-mania! etc. 
This year poppk have been acttina W~y? Because Howatd i! fieldlna 
acited about Howud University's winruna teams such u lut sasoft's 
aporll l"mt.. finally, Howud is 1et- fOOlball team and this season's 
11111 -..... by t11e tcleYlolon aa- '!Mh!W \1!1111. 
th '. No lonpr ii Howud aetlilll I ~ Tel YOr iiid jubiladon tx· 
brief~ of tbe pme scora but _pa I 1 oced 111111 S 1taday'1 a me wtB 
Burr Gym was packed with more 
than 3000 screamlna fans which pro-
-duCect an •-•Y 1ewl rlvallna 1ha1 
of~'-86~ditmplr hip. 
I wish the Bison men's and 
wonu:11'1 1eem1 the bat of luck in 
c11•ur!P&_llll M.E.A.C. lille and ear· 
Dina a llill to I.lie N.C.A.A, 
- - Bury 8. W111t1111 Jr. 
Time to reassess _goals, gains 
As we appproach the end of Black 
History Month, let us take this time 
to reassess our goals and ac-
complishments toward furthering the 
struggle that our ancestors began. · 
\ Let us ask ourselves, have we made 
ahy effort , to ensure that our 
children anti children's children 
might also bask in the security of 
equal opponunity? 
Howard University, and many of 
other schools and organizations have 
hosted numerous programs in 
celebration and commemeration of 
the achievements many blacks have 
made, but how many of us can 
honestly say that we attended at least 
one of these programs--not just 
because a professor offered us extra 
for attending but for the sole inten-
tion of educating ourselves on 
ourselves? How many of us are still 
assuming the role of the present 
stereotypical generation of spoiled ' 
youth whose ideal philosphy is ''I 
can't relate to anything that does not 
directly affect me at this moment''? 
I think we should take this time to 
reflect--if only just for a moment--on 
the people like Martin Luther King 
who, during the civil rights move-
ment, were willing to stand in the 
fore-front to ensure equal rights for 
all blacks , the teenagers like little 
Eliza Ecford, whose first attempt to 
attend Central High School in 1957, 
almost ended in a lynching--hers. Let 
us also remember those students and 
adu!t~-who pa ~ti ~ipate~. in .! he 
LETTERS 
BUSA responds 
to Howard illusion 
I . . 
' Freedom rides of t96t, and the 
thousands of other blacks and whites 
who aave their lives yesterday, so that · 
youna counterparts in South Af~ 
arc fightina for their lives. 
we would not have to give our lives Instead of commemoratina, we 
today. . steal from each other, avoid our own 
.Today ~owcver, w; do not think black businesses and make every at· 
?t th~ th1np, ~owe. We can never tempt possible to keep each orber 
1mqinc how fnghtcned those fir~ down because no one wants to be on 
black students at Central Hiah, bet _ 
ter known as ''the Little Rock Nine' , -
how many of us know what it is like the lowest rung of the economic 
to be instructed to turn the other totem pole. Instead of bein1 proud, 
cheek when we arc spit on and we glory in our ''good fortune'' that 
we do not look more black than we 
do, make comments about how a physically assaulted, as these students 
had to? Many of us do not think 
about such things because we cannot 
relate to this sort of thing. We prevail 
in an era where desegregated schools 
are no big issue, and most times the 
black and white students in these 
schools engage harmoniously in 
recreation. 
So instead of celebrating Our peo-
ple and learning more about our 
history, we pretend as if the whole 
thing never happened as if things 
were always the way they arc today, 
as if thinas today are perfect. We 
buff our ''Beemcrs''and scorn those 
blacks who did not have the good 
fortune to be raised in a stable and· 
peaceful environment. Instead of giv-
ing thanks, we do our ''own thing' ', 
and worry about our ownselves--
oblivious as to what may be arising 
in our backyards--uncaring if our 
. -
bl~ck man or woman can never do a 
· thin~ f<;ir us, an~ complain about the 
pos~1bl1ty of being ''forced'' to take 
A~r1c.an-Amcrican studies. And all 
this time, we are ignorant to the fact 
that a race that has no respect for 
itself, will never be respected. 
As we approach ihe resolution of 
t~is glorious month, let us take the 
time to say ' 'thank you'' to the 
blacks, many of whom were younger 
than we, who fought our struggle for 
us, so that we may enjoy a better to._ 
day, and at the same time let us not 
be so selfish that we do not do 
anything to continue the NEVER 
ENDING struggle to ensure eternal 
CQ.ual rights for our children's and 
children 's children tomorrows. 
THE' EDI 
University may not be all that it can been said what we, two white 
pos~i~ly be. It ma.y .n~t .be as b<?I~. students from West Germany, have 
as v1s1onary no as.1n1t1at1vc as poss1- so often been made to feel but hoped 
ble, but Howard 1s the best that we not to be true. It is quite shocking to 
DearEditor: have . Some of us think of Howard · learn that one' s mere presence ap-
As Howard gro pes for its place in the as a blessed opportunity to learn parently threatens or destroys 
family of universities and colleges in some of what has been denied to us, somebody else' s peace. Howard 
thi s pos t-integration era , we stolen from us or otherwise held out University officially made it a part of 
disc~ver ~new ~hat it m~ans to !>e .an oQf reach by the ' 'white America'' its mission not to discriminate on the 
A~r1can in racist ~mer1ca . It ts in- with whom some of us are so anxious basis of race, color, and national and 
ev1ta~le tha.t questions sue ~ as t~e to be with . ethnic origin; but, how many of its 
questions r,a1sed .by Robert Vickers in ''Real America '' is not only white. students live up to this ideal? How 
last week s H1/ltop come to . the It is racist , it is morally bankrupt, many in their guts disagree with this 
for~front. They are tough questions socially degenerate, and largely ideal? 
which d.emand ans~ers commen- responsible for the condition of In choosing to study at Howard 
surate w_nh the magnitude thereof. Africa~·l),merica'tflilj\Y. .' Al11i-!ru!I is ~ Uniy,~s)!x r,e '!(l'fe f/IJ!;liftfJHe that 
Why IS ~ow~rd Un1vers ~ty her~ J< 1r8Y10f'fio pC rortliOSe of Us OeSperatC-... !:Jbfi f i tay w&ulef eptail111J1lfi«JJ fi.mjust 
and what d1rect1on shou~d 1t take · ly looking for a way out for all of oU.r studying . We knew th8t wC would be 
Should ~oward se~ve the interest~ OJ people. We have been presented with immersed into a culture different 
the A~r1can-~m~r1~an co~mun1ty · a goblet .co~taining the. sweet wine of from ours . Without any reservations, 
Does 1t ~<?w · Did 1t ever · Why or self-real1zat1on for African-America. however, we were interested in a 
why not· , . . Ona Alston, r cultural exchange with Afro-
'' The ~rot~er s ~n1~n11on that he is HUSA President .Americans. Therefore, we have been chc~1t1ng 1t. (his mind) from the disappointed that a large number of 
truth by being at Howard dese!ves Wh1•te student our peers question the integrity of our 
a well-r~asoned response. First, S Say••• motives in coming 16 Howard. In 
ho~eve~, 1s. the percept1~n t.hat we are Dear Editor: spite of the suspicions on the part of 
a m1nonty 1s only true w1th1n the con- According to Robert Vickers, a some of our fellow students, we have 
fines of the U.S. It would do all of student at Howard University and met many people who do live Mar-
us good to remember that altho~gh author of the Friday Feb. 13th Hilltop tin Luther King's dream that human 
pe_opl~ o~ color arc an ever growing commentary, this question must be beings ''will not be judged by the col-
m1nor1ty 1n the U.S., w~cn ~ne looks answered in the affirmative. He states or of their skin but by the content of 
at th~ world the opposite 1s true.. that when he secs someone who is their character.'' 
It 1s necessary to look at the entire white, he feels that that person is an . -·- - · 
world because by limiting ourselves oddity, that a white face ''is almost Klaus Braun and Michael Wachholz, 
to national boundaries Howard unnverving as if its i;iere presence Graduate student~ 
students cheat themselves. Now more threatens me and the r pCace I've Department of English 
than ever, we live in a global village. round here.' ' 
Not only is the racial ratio the op- After one and a half years at 
posite of what is reflected in the U.S. Howard University, it has finally 
' but the global balance of power is • 
changing as well . -------~----------------
This means that African- THE III Americans must decide upon which 
side of the line they will fall . Will we 
parasitically cling to America who 
has consistently denied, denigrated 
and abused us or will we choose our 
pla.ce amoungst the righteous people 
of the world .? 
l'OP 
It must also be asked which situa-
tion is more damaging: to grow up 
never learning our hi story and 
culture, being bombarded with con-
stant brainwashing, euro-centric pro-
poganda which influences everything 
from our perception of beauty to 
how we spend our money; or spen-
ding four years sharing learning with 
and from our own people? 
Another illusion which must be 
shattered before we can come to 
terms with our position in society is 
1he myth (propagated by the black 
and the white right wing) that being 
conscious of who and what we arc 
and where we stand in society is 
somehow racism in reverse. This 
Perverse ''logic'' fails to consider the 
fact that to be racist one must have 
power, power that can be exercised 
to control and/ or profit from the 
people he oppresses. . _ 
In -.~ our predecessors demand-
ed that Howard University become a 
''Black Howard not a Black Har-
vard'' (or in other words an impotent 
mimicry of white institutions). Is this 
demand still rcvelant in t 987? After 
surveying the status of the African· 
American the answer must be a rc--
soundina and unequivocal yes. The 
brother's observation that•• ... when 
we enter the job market seeina 
another black race in or above our 
own position will probably be a rari· 
ty,'' substantiates the araument thar 
we have a Iona way to 10 In ratruc-
turlq this socl11y. For we are not 
arearer than the least amonpt ua. 
If the ~orlty of our people are mntlll••**'"""°'"'~F· 111111· IOI or rural poverty t~i• - jloel• 
dews .. tllUCMll1 i8t11d. HoWanl 
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ty as a physician. He then has the op-
tion of staying or going into private 
practice. He said his interest is in 
family medicine . 
''Blacks aren't getting enough 
preventive or therapeutic treatment. 
What you see in D.C. is what exists 
all over the country. When black peo-
ple do get sick, even when they want 
to live a better life healthwise, they 
can't . There aren't enough doctors to 
go around, ' ' 
''NO one's going into the black 
community telling people to get their 
shot s, to cut back on the smoking, to 
cut back on the gi'easy food, to cut 
back on the stressful lifestyle and you 
reduce your risk of heart disease,'' he 
said . 
Kenneth King of Hopewell, Va. is 
president of the Student Council in 
the School of Social Work and a con-
cerned community activist. King 
began at Ho ward with a dual degree 
in business and community services 
from Virginia State University . 
' ' I came to Howard's School of 
Social Work because it ranked as one 
o f the bes1. 
" Frederick Jones, who emphasizes the 
, Allrn Bro"·n/Thr Hilltop 
Kenneth King, on intern with the 
Maternal Child Health Center in 
Washington, D.C., said the center's 
major concern is prevention of 
He said he al so chose Howard 
because the school offered a black 
perspective in social work and that no 
other school in 1he nation deals with 
black issues as 1horou@ly. n11d for +>ct'ors to offer adequate Pl•••nti..,. t11atment to the block 
community, works with patient G. 
• Banks. 
· pregnancies. 
' 'There will be a great need for 
black in1ellec1uals to 1ry to solve the 
social ills of the community - par-
ticularly those issues concerning the 
blac k male." King said . 
' Second in·a si.\· part series 
By Kimberley S. \Vright 
Hilltop Staff Reporters 
Frederick Jone s of Fo rt 
Washington', Md. manages a busy 
schedule as a medical student and s1u-
dent council president of the Ho" 'ard 
University College of Medicine. He 
said the medical pro fess ion appeal -
ed to him at the early age of nine. 
de nt. He said there were approx-
i111 a1ely eight blac ks to every 200 
' ''hit es in the do rm hi s sc11ior year. 
·'They weren' t to fond of me eit her," 
Jo nes .sa id as he re1nen1 bered the 
threa ts and racisl pract ical jokes he 
of1cn faced. He sa id, ·· 1 go1 ti red 
not gett ing cred it fo r \\•hat I \ \ 'BS 
CaJJable of or ' ' 'hat I \Vas doi 11g on the 
basis of my ski 11. \Vhc11 I came to 
Ho\\'ard, I kne\v if I did no1 get acer-
tai11 a'' 'ard' o r if I did 11ot get credi1 
t·o r something it \\•as11'1 because I \\•as 
b lac k.'' 
Since July of last year, King has 
worked with the Blac k Male 
Enhancemenl Group - a program af-
filiated \\'ith Shilo h Bap1is1 Church . 
He sa id the program assists Shaw 
area boys \\lhO learn health principles 
i11 the fo rm Of \\'Orksho ps. 
_In 1984 Jones received a degree in 
b1ol_ogy fro m \Vake Forest Uni\'ersi· 
ty tn North Carolina. He \\'as a 
R.0 .T .C . honor cadet . winner of the 
George C. Marshall A"·ard , and a 
distinguished military gradua1e. 
During his junior an~ senior )'ea rs, 
Jones served as president fo r his 
, chapter of the Alpha Phi Al pha 
· Fraternity, Inc . 
In addi ti on to his ro le as a s1udent 
leader , Jo nes has had in1er11ships in 
genera l s ur~ery , o rtho pedic surgery, 
u ro logy, 1n1 erna l medic ine and 
neuro logy. 
. After ~ rad~at ion and 1he con1ple· 
t1on ofh 1s res1denC)', Jor1es ' ' 'il l ente r 
the Army fo r fo ur years of~ct i ,· e dl1-
Along \Vi th his respo nsibilities as 
:st uden1 counci l pres iden1, King is a 
n1cmber of lhc G radua1e Student 
Asse_mbly and is also a men1ber o f the 
curricul um com1ni11ee in the School 
or Socia l \Vo rk where he represen1s 
s1udent s b)' reco mmending program 
cha nges. 
King credit s Ho ward fo r enabling 
him to gi \'e his best to sociely today . 
" 
" 
'. 
?:: •• 
' 
' • 
• 
fn the dorniitory, Jo nes " 'BS a resi-
dent advi~or and assistant head res i-
, ' 
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HOLIDAY CORPO JION 
With us, your career can move up 
in many different directions. 
Holiday Corporation is one name that repre· 
sents the biggest, most successful names in 
the international hotel and gaming industries: 
Holiday Inn Hotels-The world's largest fu ll-
service, moderately-priced hotel chain. 
Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza Hotels- Deluxe 
hotels with fine dining and superior service for 
the discriminating traveler. 
Harrah's Hotels/Casinos-The leading hotel / 
casino company featuring five-star service. 
Embassy Suites Hotels- The leader and 
fastest-growing all·suite hotel chain. 
Hampton Inn Hotels-The value leader in 
economy/limited service lodging. 
The Realdence Inn Hotels-Apartment-like 
suites with a residential flavor for longer stays. 
With an exceptional choice of career directions, 
Holiday Corporation can help ensure your 
success through our continued expansion, 
outstanding r~sourcei?, competitive starting 
salaries and benefits, plus the kind of training 
th\jnly a world leader can provide. 
We're in the people business, and we know 
how important it is that you have the chance to 
develop your skills, implement your own ideas 
and explore your potential to become a leader 
with Holiday Corporation, the leader in the 
hospitality industry. __ 
'RECEPTION : Morch 12th . 7:00 - 9 :00 pm Facu l1y 
Lounge Room 585 
School of Business and Public Adm1nistrof1on 
Everyone is 1n 111ted!!! l 
Recruiters wil be 1nter11iew1ng os follows : 
Embassy Suites 3/13 (Hotel/Motel 
Mgmt. ma1ors) 
Harroh 's Morino 3/13 (Horet/Motel 
Mgmt . moiors ond Acctg . mo1ors) 
-HOLIDAY 
CORPORATION 
The Leader In Hospitality 
The folk:lwing trademarks are the Dfopertv of Holiday Corporation, its subsidiaries or affiliates: 
Holiday Inn•, Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza'*. Harrah's• . Embas.sy Suites•, Hampton Inn•. The Residence Inn•. 
An equal oPIJOrlunity employer m/f /h 
· AccordiRa to Oriia, when a client·· 
first enters the program he meets with 
a counselor to discuss aeneral ques· 
tions in order to acceu the problem. · 
Each problem is handled differently. 
It may depend on the counselor's 
technique or ''the needs of the 
clients,•• Gregg said. 
Gregg said after the intial intake a 
write.up of the issues is done. Jn the 
assessment, the counselor tries to 
determine whether the problem is 
physical, emotional, ongoina, or if iJ 
recently occurcd. If it is physical the 
student may be refered to the Student 
Health Center. 
The second phase of the program 
involves weekly meetings called ''in· 
take conferences''. Everything is 
brought out in the conferences,'' said 
Gregg. The conferences are geared to 
JllCCl the specific needs of the clients. 
Allen Browa/Tk HUhop · 
Gerald Davis, 011ista"t director of Howorct Univenity't Office of Cor11r 
Planning and Placement, encourate1 smd1nt1 to ma•• a car11r lnvffk · 
ment by working with the Student R .. ource Center and hit office • 
The center is concentrated into 
special areas she said. For instance, 
a client with a family problem will be 
refer.red to a family therapist. Ap· 
pointment scheduling is worked out 
with the needs of the client in mind 
Gregg said. 
''You may be a business oriented 
person, but there are many facets to 
the business field,'' Gregg said. Part 
of the exploration process will entail 
the client going to the Vocational In· 
formation Library at the center, she 
said. There are several books such as 
the Occuptitional Outlook Handbook 
that outline a particular job in the 
client's chosen field. 
Resource Center 
- . - . 
offers-counseling AccordiQg to Gerald Davis, the of-fice offers Job interview workshops, 
on campus recruiting, and summer 
internships, and severaJ programs 
and simminars during the year . 8)' Samuel D. Owens 
Hilltop S1aff Reporter 
According to Kim Gregg, a 
. graduate assistant pursuing her prac-
ticum at the center, students are con-
stantly coming into the center 
undecided about a major or confus-
Students who are seeking help in ed with the one chosen . . Gray added 
deciding on a career choice or with that in most cases this may be only 
a social problem may look to the Stu- · the intial problem. 
Students that visit the office do not 
have to be clients of the center, Davis 
.said. However, students must register 
with the office to be eligible for the 
ongoing programs and interview ses-
sions with companies, he added. 
dent Resource Center for assistance . ''There may be other issues that 
The center, which is located on cam- they need to talk about," she said. 
pus at 6th and Bryant Streets , N. W. Those issues could include alcohlism, 
offers career and personal counsel- relationships, academics. Counseling 
ing, and psychotherapy . sessions are, supervised and con-
Davis said that when a student 
enters the office, the student must be 
prepared to make decisions Which 
may involve going to workshops or 
selecting an internship or permanent 
It al so houses the Office of Career ducted by licensed psychologists and 
Planning and Placement " 'hich is a counselors, according to Gregg. 
separate office but it works in cqn· No cost is incurred by the students 
j u11ct io n with the resource center who are called clients by center per-
job interview . _l 
To Davis, an inv~tment should in-
clude visiting the 1placement office 
and exploring YOl!r career choice 
through the jobs Offered. o ft en thro ugh cross referrals. sonnet, Gregg said. 
C 0 
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0 P National Capital Area . gaining skills and experience if he or Gloria l . Prentiss, assistant direc- she knows what career they wish to tor of Howard University's 16Year pursue. ~ 
Ed • old co-op education program and According to an NCACE Ucatlo n · state leader of the ad campaign said, spokesman, one of the most compell-''during co-oe week we are encourag- ing reasons for employer .participa-
w 
.. .. .. . . .ing ~II st,udent_s to $0.to tl1Cir . vatiou~ J1 t~n in co-op.education is the pp~en-
e e"k t ·() '' colleges ·10 · tnQutre· about co-op t1al to ef(ect1vely screen, select and ·' education, to get involved and to find recruit students for permanent jobs 
out how co-op can work for them." after graduation. Prentiss said that 
b h Id Co.op education, according to follow-up reveals that between 90-95 e e NCACE, is an educational method percent of co-op students are hired by which <;ombines classroom study with their co-op employers after 
periods of paid/ career related off- graduation. 
8)' J. llo)·d Jackson 
Hill top Staff Reporter 
Cooperative Education Week has 
been proclaimed March 1-7 in the 
District by Mayor Marion Barry, Jr . 
During thi s week 1he National 
Capital Association of Cooperative 
Education (NCACE) will be working 
\vith local news media, including col-
lege newspapers, to disseminate in-
formation on coopera1ive (co-op) 
education to students and the public. 
\Vorking under the theme ''You 
can earn a future when you earn a 
degree'', NCACE endeavors to in-
crease co-op education awareness and 
students' participation in the 
program . 
The activities began Thursday, 
Feb. 26 with a reception at the 
Capitol Hill club in Washington. Ac-
cording to a NCACE spokesman the 
purpose of this reception was to ac-
quaint area m~ia managers with co-
op education and to emphasize the 
importance of co-op education in the 
campus work . The program has been Students are given two options 
in operation since 1906. Statistics for once enrolled in the co-op program. 
the Washington Metropolitan Arca The parallel program allows students 
reveal that for the 1984-85 school to attend school full-time while work-
year over 16 colleges and universities, ing a 20 hour week; and the aJternate 
4,000 students and 2,000 employers program allows students to alternate 
participated in the program. attending school one semester and 
Area colleges are working with the working the next semester in a school 
National Association for Cooperative year . 
Education-a non-profit , private Prentiss said students who choose 
organization to expand and .to alternate pay university registra-
strengthen co-op education by plac- tion fees and regis1er for co-op train-
ing college juniors with a minimum ing as they would a regular class. This 
2.5 G .P .A . and graudate students he added ''allows them to retain full-
with a minimum 3.0 with employee . time student status.'' 
According to NCACE co-op · Over 11 schools and colleges at 
students are given an opportunity to Howard University participate in the 
enhance their career development and Cooperative Education Program . 
learn what is involved in their career Student pafticipation in the program 
objectives. ' Prentiss said is voluntary . 
''Students, get an opportunity to She urges interested studentS 
learn what is involved in their chosen to get involved in co-op training by 
career,'' said Prentiss, ''and they visiting their school's or college's co-
( students) are able to try different co- op office or to visit her office in room 
op jobs if they are not sure what 109 North Faculty Building. ''I 
career they wish to pursue.'' strongly urge students to make co-op 
She added that it is far more education work for them'' said 
beneficial to the student in terms of Prentiss. 
F. *Y. *J. • 
-For YouT Jobs· 
Work Study Porgrams has a public relations openinj. In·_ WTDP-WTKS at 4646 40th St. N.W.: 
Undergraduate students in health terns will be involved \\'.ith product Washington, D.C., 20016 in care of 
related fields, the Lehigh Valley development and marketing and Daniel R. Taylor. 
Hospital Center is offering a work government relations. Candidates Immediate and Summer Jobs 
study program scheduled June 1 - must b.e available 2-3 days per week. The Santa Fe Opera of the Sum-
Aug . ..ZJ·, 1987. Thereare50positions Fulltime is available. Inquire from merfeild Co. needs production staff 
available~ in departments of ad- Thomas L. Bockmaster, vice presi· for professional and apprentice posi-
ministration, microbiology, dent, Fleishman-Hillard Inc., Intern· tions. Apprentices are paid a stipend 
chemistry, social services, surgery, ship Program, 1022S Connecticut of S12S Per month and are provided 
nursing, and pharmacy among Ave. , Washington D.C. 20036 free accomodations. Professional 
others. The weekly salary, in addition Undergraduate science students, staff arc provided with subsidized ac-
to a housing allowance is $216. The theNationalCanccrlnsthuteisoffer- comodations and an allowance 
application deadline is March 20, ina undergraduate summer towards round trip travel. Scenic ar-
1987 and a limited number of ap- fellowships for 'basic research in tist, electronics, sounds, properties 
plication ffiateriaJs are available in the biochemistry, genetics, virology and and stage department personnel, 
Office of Career Planning and Place- other areas of molecular biology. costume, wigs, properties and stage 
ment. For more information call Fellowships are IOweeksinduration· department personnel, costume, 
215-776-8320 or write Susan Knapp, beainning in May or June. Fellows wigs, make-up and box off ace person· 
Director of Education Development, will receive $200 a week and nearby nel are being recruited. Call 
P.O. Box 689/ 1200 S. Cedar,Crest housin& is available. Apply before SOS-982-3851 for applications. Ap-' 
Blvd .. Allentown, Pa. 18105. March JS to Mrs. Leslie Ivy, Person- pliations must be received by March 
The Overseas Development Coun- nel Admimistrator, BRl·Basic 2. After this date applications will be 
cil has work study opportunities for Research Program NCI-Frederick accepted only at personal intel,'Views.' 
students who can speak Spanish, Cancer Research Facility, P.O. Box March5-8inRichmond, Va.Callap-
have a background in international B, Bid&. 428 Frederick, l>Jd. 21701. plication number for more. 
po.litics/ economics, research skills Applications may be found in room · information. 
antt famliarity with U.S.-Mexican 109, Office or Career Planning and WLTI has an Immediate opening 
relations. The positions require IS Placement. in their news department. Homs are 
hours a week and the wage is S6/hr. WTDP-WTKS Radio offers year Tuesdays and Thursdays 3:30-4:30 
Resumes should be sent to Stuan round internships in advertisinJ and p.m. Contact Robert Oarcia at 
Tucker, Overseas Development promotion. The positions reqwre 12 984-3115. 
Council, 1717 Massachussetts Ave., houn per week .' U~lassmen and 
N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036. ' araduateCommunlcllion, Marketing C'---''-' by· kn'"«r Htllllillon 
Fleishman-Hillard or Washington _ or Business students may contMt .,..,..._ · "'' 
• . ' 
• 
l 
' 
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- s..n a_..m 
dcPj• ci:i by the lt•U.n de ·a·• film 
CJloy....,. Fempmo, do not la,. 
the ~test touch of that coloi. 
lnstea • they are diffaent l1n1d11i 
· The O..... Tbea1re of Harlem of blue and purple. But, the tide 
once 1pln araced Washinaton reflects the hCll'taches, pains !lllCt 
with an outstanding performance joys involved in becomina a 
in the Opera House or the Ken- dancer· 
nedy Center. The dance i1self cen1en around 
'lbeir appearance ar the Ken- three couples. T~ dlW11.1J• 
nedy Cenler included lhe lifts ond point daRCtq -• 
Az icanpr ·'~ieof''Footorints features seen throuahtout the 
Dr11104 In Red". This ciance, dance. l!ipleell ~ wlK 
choreopaphed by Garth Fagan, make up lhe corps, dlnce just as 
involved new movemen1s that expertly as the members of the 
\vere a mixture of ballet and couples. ••Man1t·estations••. DTH also pcr-
111odem Janee. To a dancer train- Although this was a premiere formed the classically beautiful 
cd in ballet, the movements may performance of the dance, the '"Firebird". 
hive been difficult and awkward, dancers moved so gracefully that Other d1nces performed durina 
but the DTH d•ncers pulled it off is was hard lo tell. "Footprints," the lten°ody CeDler enaaacmen1 
expertly. which his ssaned off wilh 1 bong, Include: "Coaceno in F," which 
Fapn, the founder and artistic will become more inspiring in tbe wu accc4~ by ~rae Gcr-
director or the Bucket Dance years to come. sh•ia's •• - __ ....rfo ID F01 • and 
Tbealer, shrives on making his DTH also pre~iered John .'1 IV)i <lime," a look at male 
• 
LeDroit 
Park 
area quite 
histo_rical 
By Gale Mitchell 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
- ·-
-,,.,-~.,.-~~~~~~~~~· 
Wrought irOn gates: fancy detail-
ed brickwork and point·ed rooftops 
form decorative pattCrns against 
floating clouds. This is the 
neighborhood of LeDroit Park. 
It is a neighborhood of Victorian-
styled homes. Some are kept and 
beautifully restored, and others are 
rat infested and decaying .' 
As the former neighborhood of 
. some of black America's leaders and 
stars, the LeDroit Park 
neighborhood shines with history. 
The LeDroit Park area lies just 
south of Howard University. On a 
map it forms the shape of an arrow 
with W Street NW on the north, 
Florida Avenue on the south, 2nd 
Street on the east and 6th Street on 
the west. 
''LeDroit Park is a unique and im-
portant piece or Washington, D.C., '' 
Suzanne Ganschinietz, starf historian 
for the- D.C. orfice of Historic 
Preservation said. ''Some extremely 
important people, such as Paul 
Lawrence Dunbar, once lived in the 
area .' ' 
Initally, LeDroit Park was an ex.., 
elusive white surburb of Washington . 
A trustee of Howard and one or 
the white founders of the universit y, 
Amzi L . Barber, married the 
daughter of a successful real estate 
broker named LeDroit Langdon . 
Barber later resigned his 
trusteeship in the university and pur-
chased some 40 acres of universit y 
lands on a SJ 15,000 promissory note 
without down payment . In 1874, the 
Executive Committee of Howard was 
in financial trouble and accepted 
' 
A.L. Barber & Company's-offer of 
S9S,OOO in fuU · payment for 
Langdo.n's q9te. ' · 
Barber named the new develop-
meqt arter hiS rather-in-law and hired 
James NlcGill to design the Victoriln-
styled homes. l 
Despite its proximity to H'oward, 
LeDroit .Park remained a 
predomina1~ly white neighborhood. 
~t was surrbunded by a wood and 
iron fence along its rront and a hi.ah 
board wall a1 the rear where a blaot 
scttlement.'called ''Howard Town'' 
lay. 
Guards were posted to keep out the 
unwanted. One gate was at 3rd Stred 
and Rhode Island Avenue. 
Legal action to intergrate the arda 
was unsuccessful at first. A moJ> 
broke down the fence in 1888, but it 
was later replaced with barbed wire. 
In 1893, the first black residertt 
moved in LeDroit Park. A bullet 
went through his window while he 
was eating dinner, and he refused to 
leave. 
Soon ol!hef black professionaiS 
began to.move into the area. Howard 
professors.- moved in, and the area 
was later called ''Collegetown''. 
At the beginning of World War I, 
most of the white residents had mov-
ed away from the park. It was dur-
ing this time that the row houses were 
built . Le Droit Park suddenly had 
become a neighborhood or promi'-
nent black residents . 
Mary Church Terrell, a women's 
rights activist, was one or the many 
well-known people who lived in 
LeDroi1 Park . Ralph Bunch, leader 
of the United Nations, Duke Ell-
ington, the U.S. Army's first blac,k 
general, Benjamin Davis and the firsl 
black mayor of the city, Walter 
Washington, were. also sdme of the 
famous residents or the atea . . 
'' I 've lived here all my life," Ben-
netta Washington, wife of former 
D.C. mayor Walter Washington, said 
about her home on T Street NW. 
' 'My parents lived here and they 
had eight children who grew up here. 
It carries wonderful memories. My 
children spent much of their time 
here, . '' she said . 
' 
D Continued on page 11 
• 
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I ;:,::;n~ d!:':J~n?Ji'J iLB(1~l/~~;~1~~t- llld;::w;n.._~~rrnu- ! JJjll~ ~tll ai ,. hlm•e•r after other amorous classical piece ;t ~Game'" ~ ven: enter-
c:lloreopaphers. ' choreographed by .lstvon Rabov- Wec•llR'lfva~ttlnned 
When seeina "Footprints," one sky, . and lhe Ken~y ~eater by "!""· They seemed lo have 
must wonder where lhe litle came prem1re of Auth~r Mttchell s sexy fun while they were performina 
from because red is not a feature yet classy, dcplCUOn of Adam, Eve and often made funny 1es1urcs to 
of the dance. The costumes. and the serpent, entitled the audience causin1 them to 
• 
Howard graduates in the arts 
Allen sisters active while at HU 
• 
D•llbi• Allen, famous choreographer 
and donc•r, is on alumnus of 
Howard Univ•rtity. 
by Alonza L. Robertson 
Hillt op S1aff Repor1er 
Attention B-boys and B-girls, 
and all others perpetuating the 
role . Eric B. is on the turntableS 
and the rapper 's name is Rakim. 
They are not the same, but two 
different people. 
Fans of Eric B. , who made 
''Check Out My Melody' ' and 
''Eric B. is President'' think it is 
he that is saying the rhymes, but 
they arc wrong. 
Mistaken identities was just one 
of the lopics Eric Barrier (Eric B.) 
discussed in a telephone inteview 
from New York this week. He and 
Rakim are scheduled to perrorm in 
a show at lhe Chapter Ill 
nighlclub Wednesday. 
''It aoes to show you that peo-
ple just listen to the music. When 
the beat is pumping, that's all they 
hear, '' the 23-year-old rapper 
from Queens, New York said. 
''If you listen to the record, 
Rakim says 'Eric, 8. is on the cut 
• 
8)' Stephania H. Da\·ls 
Hilltop S1aff Reporter 
Phylicia \\'as a serious studen1; 
Debbie \vas all over · the place. 
Ph)•licia, more involved in the Drama 
Department; Debbie \Vith dancing . 11 
has taken Phylicia about 1en years 10 
get ,.,,here she is: Debbie had more in-
stant success. 
Regard less or 1he sub1le dir-
rerences, the Allen sisters are t\VO 
talented women. They are also Alum-
ni Achievement A\.\'ard recipient s of 
Howard U11iversity . · 
Phylicia Rashad, \\'ho is a year and 
a hair older than Debbie, graduated 
magna cum Laude in 1970 with a 
Bachelor or Fine Ari s degree in 
drama . 
Arter gradua1ion she took voice 
an~ dance lessons in New York, 
which served her greatly on Broad-
'''ay in 1he hits Drea1ngirls and The 
fViz. She has also won numeroUs orr-
Broad\\'ay credits \.\'ilh the Negro 
Ensemble Company and toured with 
th7 celebrated play, To Be Young 
Gifted and Black. Many television 
vie,,·crs may remember her as C9urt-
ney \Vright on ABC's daytim~rama 
One Life to li11e. Todav she is best 
-
know as C la ire Huxtable, Bill 
Cosby's 1elevison la\\'yer-wire and 
mother of five , on NBC-TV's The 
Cosby Sho>v.. She has been 
nominated for an Emmy a\\•ard for 
this role . 
Debbie Allen graduated rrom 
Howard, cum laude in 1971 with a 
Bachelor or Fine Art s degree . She 
began her career on the Broadway 
stage in the chorus line or the hil 
musical Purlie, roJlO\\'ed shortly by 
her portrayal of Beneatha, in the 
Tony and Grammy award winning 
musical Raisin . 
Her Broad,vay credits also include 
the national company or 'Guys and 
Dolls,·· the musical 'Ain 'r Misbehavin 
and as Anita in the revival of West 
Side Story for which she won the 
Drama Desk Award. 
On television Debbie has appeared 
in Roots: The Next Generatior1'' and 
in the 1978 musical Ben Vereen ... His 
Roors, whicS won several Emmy 
a\vards. TeleVision viewers have also 
seen her on such well established 
sho\YS such as Good Tin1es and The 
Lo11e Boot . 
In 1982, a banner year for Debbie, 
she received critical acclaim ror her 
role as Sarah in 1he Miles Forman 
film 'Ragtime and also revived her 
Eric B., ~peaks on mix up 
and my name is Rakim' , '' Barrier 
said. 
Rak im (who does not give out 
his last name) is from Wydanch 
Long Island and he is 19 years old. 
He and Barrier met in Long Island 
when Eric was a party D.J . and 
Rakim, a party rapper . 
' 'We get respect from the other 
rappers. They take us seriously 
because both of our records (on 
the debut 12-inch) were hits,'' Mr. 
B. said, ''Not too many groups do 
that .• • 
A new album featuring eight 
new songs, is scheduled to be 
released in March. The first single 
to be released is called ''You Got 
Soul.'' of which Eric B. predicts 
''to be real big." 
He noted that on one of the 
album's songs, he will sing. 
''If New Edition can rap, then 
rappers can sing,'' Mr. B. said 
justiryina his reasons. 
Past perrormances or the duo 
have been in Texas, North 
Carolina, Norfolk, Va., Boston 
and Los Angeles. 
Eric said the recent gang 
violence at rap sho,vs in Los 
Angeles could have been 
prevented. 
'' I just feel the mayor out there 
is sleeping. Gangs are played out,'' 
he said. ''Ir that had been Mayor 
Koch, (of New York City) he 
would have called the National 
Guard and they would have been 
beating everybody down over the 
head," he said. 
Eric B. added that he was a lit-
tle dissappointed in his first visit 
}O H<:?~a~!_n early A_usust . . 
''Everybod)' told me how nice 
Howard was--about all the girls. 
But when we got in town, nobody 
was there except ror the 
rrcshmen, '' he said. ''We had fun 
1houah. •• 
role as dance instructor Lydia in the · 
teJe,•ision premier of Fame. a show 
for which she eventually 
cho reographed, produced and 
directed, making her the first black 
women director in television. 
Most recently, she s.tarred in the 
revival of Bob Fosse's Sweet Charity 
011 Broadway. ·' 
Proressor Vera Katz or the 
Howard Drama department, who has 
taught both Allen sisters, describes 
them as ' 'strongly centered with great' 
inner strengh and a strong sense of 
family .'' 
Their father played an instrumen-
tal role in the sisters' decison to at-
tend Howard University. 
The late Dr. Andrew A. Allen, 
was an alumnus of the Howard 
Universi1y College or Dentistry, and 
had been a prominent supporter or 
the university -for a number of years. 
As Phylicia has said, ''His school was 
Howard University. He loved it so 
much. '' while here, 
Once enrolled the sis1ers had slight-
ly dirrerent college experiences. 
Phylicia enjoyed ''boyfriends and 
track meets and sororites (Alpha 
Kappa Alpha). I had a ball!"she said. 
When Debbie entered Howard, 
Dr. Katz remembers Phylicia asking 
her to ''take care of my baby sister 
Debbie. Debbie was involved in the 
whole campus," recalled Katz. ''She 
could party, but she knew when to 
stop partying and discipline her 
mind ''. 
During a visit to her alma mater in 
J 983, Debbie told students that 
''Howard is great for motivating the 
spirit. While I was in school, I tried 
to get as much out of this as possi-
ble." And now, according to Katz, 
both Phylicia and Debbie. are plan-
ning to give some of that spirit back 
in monetary form by creating the 
Allen Sisters Scholarship Fund to the 
Drama department for a talented 
junior drama student. 
When Phylicia, in a Washington 
Post article, was asked if Deb6ie's 
fame has ever bothered her, she 
replied, ''l was so proud. How could 
I be bothered? This is my sister! We 
always had the understandina that if 
one of us made it, we all made it.•• 
The Allen sisters .are livins proof 
of lhe kind of talenl lhat Howard can 
and will produce. Debbie is now nw-
ried to Nonn Nixon, a auard for lhe 
San Diego Clippers, Ind Phylicia is 
now married to Ahmad l 1 1bed, 1 
sports commcnwor. 
... 
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usdi ardens 
We .are looking for Mus ici_ans ar:id Singers lo work 4'l 
Spring weekends, and daily during the summer; 
speclficallJ.. we are looking for the following types 
of Musicians: . w..._ 
•Trumpet• Trombone• Euphonium• Tuba• Clarinet ~ 
•Saxophones (P1elerablV that double on flute and clarinet) 
•Piano• Electric Bass• Guitar• Banjo (5 string) 
•Violin• Country FJddle • PercUNlonlsts (Orum set: 
marching snare encl bass Ct1um) •AcCOfdlon 
~ ln .... tecl In S='loft11 thlt Dotlblt Fkl .. 
t, l1t1, PllftOl,Trw'lloM p.,.en; .iM 
tn ........ ofop11tilr1"J• 1n1dal1aa1r1) 
* 
~l 
Plwe submit a tape demonstrating your ability 
and• brief resume to: 
Muelc DJ:actor 
IUIChG•ll•M. TbeOklCountry 
P.O.OiaaerFC 
WllU ........... YA 23117 
Please c;alJ for further Information 
and Instructions pertaining to 
taped auditions: (ICM)·-
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer, MIFIH 
•• 
SALE . SALE · 
UP TO 70°/o OFF 
SAVE ON ENTIRE STOCK f 
• 
e JEANS •DRESSES •ACCESSORIES 
LEATHER & SUEDES •SEPARATES 
807 FloRidA AVENUE, NW 
Wuh., DC 20001 
(202)481-4422 
bnwEa 8Th ANCI 9Tlt Sn. 
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IND .OUT how The Graduate candidate or any of the hundreds ot· 
~ \"' ·;: .. _. ~hool' of'P0litic~l Management. 
will prepare you for a ca.reer as a 
new careers opening up in poli!!~.~1 .. . 
management. · 
• 
' 
pollster, press secre- · . 
tary, political party ----------...... 
official, campaign Schedule of Events 
·manager, lobbyist, 
political consultant, 
fundraiser, political 
speech writer, spec-
ialist in election law 
or campaign finance, 
PAC director, media 
consultant, political . 
• manager in a corpor-
ation or union, poli-
tical reporter, govern-
ment or corporate 
relations executive, 
direct mail specialist, 
manager of a trade or 
professional assoc-
iation, public rela-
tions executive, 
., . 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
, 
4:00 
4:20 
4:40 
How to Break Into Politics 
the Right Way: The skills 
you need 
Larry Sabato, author of The 
Rise of Political Consultants 
and PAC Power, and member 
of The GSPM's faculty 
. 
Inside the Winning · 
Corporate campaign 
John Kochevar, Assistant to 
the Vice President of 
Corporate Affairs and Oir~r 
of Public Affairs, 
Philip Morris, U.S.A. . . 
Meet polltlcal 
professloMls and the 
faculty of The GSPM· 
• 
• • 
• 
The best political commercials of 
1986 will be shown. Wine arid 
cheese will~ served. 
• 
' 
• • 
• 
' 
' 
• 
OME .TO a unique 
event sponsored 
· by The Graduate 
Schobl of Political 
Management. 4:00 -
6:00 p.m., March 5 in 
the Eisenhower 
Lounge at the Capitol 
Hill Club, 300 First 
Street, S.E: (directly 
across from Capitol . 
Hill South Metro, two 
blocks south of the 
C~pitol). 
For more . 
information and 
RSVP call . 
Christine Solomon 
(212) 725-3313. 
• 
' 
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' Al lrn 8ro•1n/ The Hlll1op 
- -
John Spencer pulls down a rebound over a North Carolina A& T defender 
in the Bison's big victory last Saturday. 
- -Sharks surprise competitors as 
Richards leads fem ales 
H~ Marlin P. Hansbt-rr)· 
Hillt op Staff Reporter 
fini sher to coast to a time of 18 : 10.50 
in the 1,650 frcest}•le . \V itl1 t\\'O first 
place fini shes and one second place , 
Surprised. That is exact I}' " 'hat 1he Ri chards's performance '''as onl}' 
spec1a1ors \\'ere al 1he 1987 Tri -State lopped by a S\\'immer from Fairmont 
Chan1pionships held i11 Frostburg. State and S"•eet Briar College '''ho 
Maryland. Can1ille Richards left t ied for the fcn1ale swin1n1cr of the 
man}' coaches and others dumb- n1cet a\vard . Each of the \vomen 1 jus1 
founded as she dominated the female as Camille, had two \.'ictorics and a 
distf!DCC events . s~con~ place finish, bu1 one of their 
Richards, a firs[ semester (res'h 1rian ' ·' '1ctor1es was a pool and meet 1ceord. 
from . Trinadad, \VI , '''011 lhe 500 Ho"'ard Uni\'esit)' fi11ishe~ fifth 
yard free s1yl e, the 1,650 yard behind VMI, Glassboro Slate, Fair-
frces1yle, and placed second in 1he 111011t State, and the 1987 chan1ps 
.100 )'ard breastroke. She battled hard \\'ashington & Lee Universit\' . Th is 
in the~~ freestyle '''hich ended in a s1rong finish '''as aided b)• a host of 
close f1n1sh (5 : 16.95 105: 16.98) and consolati.on finalists and chan1pion-
lapped all excep1 the second place sl1ip finalists . 
Victory 
' -
going earlier in the 
game. In fact, the}' trailed the Aggies 
by as much a s 13 point s b}' 
intermission. 
With 6:04 lef1 in 1he first half 
Howard led N.C. A&T 17- 15 . But 
, Aggie Lee Robinson started an 18-1 
run, and teammate Claude \Villiams 
ended it with a layup with :02 left in 
the first half. 
Qualifying for the consolation 
finals for the sharks " 'ere Jason Nor-
ris , 50 free, 100 free, 100 ny; Craig 
Thomas, 100 backstroke; Renee 
Cropper 200 free, 1,650 free; and the 
800 free relay of C. Thomas, G. 
Sa1npson, T . Freeland. D. BrO\\'nc . 
The sharks had numerous l111a11sts , 
in addition to Camille Richards . Top 
finishers for Ho"·~rd University· were 
Tracy Freeland, {~th) 200 Individual 
Medley; Dexter Browne, (4th) 50 
free, (41h) 100 free, (6th) 200 free ; 
Gregor)' Sampson, (2nd) 100 breast; 
Jason Sen ford, (6th) 100 back; Mar-
tin Hansberry, {4th) 100 back. 
Bi~on beat State; 14 straight wins 
By Darren Price 
Hilltop S1aff Reporter 
Blame it on composure. Blame 
Howard's 73-69 win over South 
Carolina S1a1e College (13-13, 9-4) on 
composure. Ho,vard (22-4, 12-1) who 
trailed most of the game by as much 
as 11 points came backto capture 
their 14th straight victory before a 
crowd of 1,200 this Monday at Burr 
Gymnasium. 
\Vith 7: 17 on the clock S.C. State 
led 60--51, bu! 1hings changed quick-
ly . The Bison made a 22-3 run in the 
last 6:00, thanks to the play of John 
Spencer, Earl Smi1h, and George 
Hamilton. 
Bulldog's lead to 6().SS . Smith who 
is still nursing a broken thumb and 
an eye injury scored 16 of his 18 
shooting efforts Howard remained in 
striking distance of S.C. State early 
in the half. 
points in the second half. ''.We stayed with the game plan the 
''My thumb is stil givina: me trou- entire same, except the last seven 
ble, •• said Smith. ''I had an eye injury minutes.'' said s.c. State Coach 
and I have been having blurred vi- Chico Caldwell. ''We kept them 
sion, bul I was just trying to play (Howard) out of 1heir 1ransition 
hard." . game.' ' 
The bison mov.ed closer to the Since the beginning of the game the BuUd~gs after Smith pulled a.t~ree . Bison 18-12 in lhe first half. The 
point.Jump shot with S:4~ remainti:1£. ' Bulldogs also shot 51 percent from 
Hamilton who had 13 J?O•nts and rune the floOr, while the Bison shot 48 ~ebounds foll~wed w~th a 12:r foot percent . 
Jumper. The B1~on trailed S.C. State With over 4:00 remaining in the 
by only one point (62-60). . first half, S.C. State went on a 9·0 
A freethrow and a layup by. Smith scoring spurt. It started when for-
gave Howard the lead: and hts .slam ward Steven Mazyck (14 points) 
dunk ended Howard s run with a rriade a jump shot at the top of key; 
score o~ 69-67 · . and ended when forward Duane 
'' I think the key was the guys pick-
ing up the defnese and overplaying 
their man,'' Smith explained. ''I am 
happy to be al lhe righl place at lhe 
Melvin hit a lhree-pointer with three 
seconds in the half. 
Howards lack of execution did not 
please Coach A.B. Wil~1mM)q, 
''I thought we played hard,'' he 
said. "The first half we were stil 
celebrating the A&:T pme. Wben we 
made some substitutions that did not 
work, that made more or a let 
down.11 
However, Williamson is happy 
with the victory. ''What I am proud 
of is the way they rose to the occa-
sion,'' he explained. ''But we have to 
play with that i11lensity for 40 
minutes.'' 
Howard can clinch the regular 
season title if it defeats Morgan State 
University. tomorrow night at Hill 
Field House. 
Spencer ( t I points, 8 rebounds) 
started the_rl1n when he made two key 
steals from the Buildogs. The rirst 
steal ended in a one handed dunk by 
Smith closing S.C. State's lead to 
seven points at 6:34 . 
Spencer second steal se1 up a rl1n 
in which Smith would take a pass 
from Hamilton and unleash a t\\'O 
handed dunk. Ho,vard " 'ithered the 
right time.'' 
The Bulldogs led by Mack Joyner 
(15 points, 7 rebounds) were deter-
mined to keep the 3g.29 lead that they 
built by halftime and extend it. But, 
thanks to William Stuan's (21 points) "' 
College Day . 
Two wins, one loss 
for the Lady Bison 
By Darlene Ellis 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
' 
Out or 102 attempts from the floor 
only 25 were made, a percentage of 
only 24 .5. From the line the Lady 
Bison shot S7 .8 percent. Leading 
scorers were Beale with 31 rebounds 
Last Sa1urday night \vhcn Burr and forward Lynette Funches with 
Gymnasium \\•as filled " 'ith t\VO 
rivals, the Lady Bison '''ere the vie-
11
;'\Ve contained their big girl,'' said 
tor over the N.C. Lady Aggies, 83-44, Hill . Wanda Pittman, 6'6 center, was 
but dropped an upsetting loss to held to only 14 points and 10 re-
Sou1h Carolina State last Monday. bounds. ••we wanted to hold her 
''Big night , big ga111e; I thought " 'e under 15 points with less than 10 re-
had an excep1ional ball gan1e," said bounds," Tyler said. ''Darlene lean-
Coach Sanya T}·ler of the A&T game ing on her takes a lot out of her 
''\Ve did a lot o f good 1l1ings. " game." 
Leading scorers '''ere center The 61-65 loss left the Lady Bison 
Darlene Beale (17 pi s. ). As a team 10-3 in the conference. The Lady 
and the Lady Bison sho1 46.2 percent Bison face the Lady Bears of Morgan 
front the noor and 63 .6 percent from on Saturday away. ''Morgan will 
the determine the regular season cham-
li ne. pionship for the men and women," 
Beale led the 1ean1 " 'ith 19 re- said Tyler . ''We're going to be ready 
bounds follo'"'ed b}' backup center for Morgan; it will not be anywhere 
, I isa Lewis 'i''.itb 1.Lrebounds. Ibe --ti 'cleS • 
Lad}' Bison out rebounded the Lady ~e Lady Bison had a victo;; on 
Aggies 57-35. Wednesday against Cheyney State on 
Dufing the game Beale scored her the road. ~ 
1,000 career poi11t a11d l1er 1,000 ''We didn't play very well; they are 
career rebound and '''as honored for a team that is very weak,•• said Tyler. 
such. Beale is second in the nation for The Lady Bison shot 40.3 percent 
her reboundi11g . After the gan1e in- from the noor and 46.2 percent from 
jured guard Vanessa Grahatll \Vas the line . Leading scorers were Beale 
honored for ~cori11g her 1,000 career (13 prs .) Bell (12 pts.). and Kennedy 
point agains1 James ~ladison earlier (8 pts .). On the boards, the Lady 
in 1he season. Bison came away with 47 while 
··we didn't do the 1hings '''e had Cheyney came away with 44. Leading 
to do to wi11 1he game; '''e were too rebounders were Beale with 18 and 
lax," T)'ler said . ''\Ve took enouglt Funches with 5. The final score was 
shots 10 bea1 anybod)· in the na1ion . ' ' 60-34. 
America's first successful newspaper was the Boston 
Neuis·Leltt!r, which made its first appearance in 1704. tt 
was without competition for 15 ve•ra. 
featuring 
' 
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• serving 
Pizza and Draft 
2718 Georgia A venue, N. W. 
Across from the '.'7-11'' 
Telephone: (202) 232-2681 
Admission: $2.00 
Produced by Vernon Motlow, Steve Johnson 
Marvin Carter 
Howard which shot a dismal 26. 7 
froJil the field and 28.6 from the free-
throw line, was losing 31 · 18 . 
Williams made things difficul1 for 
the Bison. He scored 16 of his 24 
points and grabbed five of his 11 re-
bounds in the second half, scoring 
with easy layups, free throws, and a 
three point jumper . 
It's deven p.m. 
Let's be real. Compare the equipment she's using to yours. If you 
v.·ere hoth trying to tunnel through a mountain, she'd have a bulldozer 
and vou'd have a shrimp fork . 
For John Spencer, \Villian1s was 
quite a problem . 
''The second half I did no1 play the 
pos1 position ver)' well," said 
Spencer. 
Spencer did, however, ma11age to 
snatch 11 rebounds and store 10 
points which helped the Bison sneak 
liack into the -gilrite. 
Willian1 Stuart and George 
Hamillon also played defense and 
started Howard' s transition game. 
Stuar1 who had 19-poinls, made a 
... layup and a free throw closing the 
Aggies lead to 41-36 with 12:08 
rema1n1ng. 
A Hamilton jump shot inside the 
lane left Howard trailing by four 
points with over 7:00 on the clock. 
The Bison continued to run as Stuart 
shot a jumper making the score 
52-51. 
Hamilton provided Howard ·with 
56-SS lead when he made a 12-foot 
jumper with 2:34 left. 
With 29 seconds remaining in the 
game Stui.rt made a 12·foot jump 
shot that gave Howard a one point 
(58-57) lead: Cox added two points 
for the Aggies with a layup. 
Stuart then scored with a jumper 
in the last three seconds of the game, 
the basket that would have left 
Howard with a 60-59 victory, but 
Hamilton was charged with the delay 
of game. 
Howard won their 13th con-
secutive game and posted a record of 
21-4 and 11-1 in lhe MEAC. 
All:T is 19-S, and 10-2 in the 
MEAC. 
·Don't despair. Your problen1 is alre-Jdy half-solved. For a limited 
time, you can buy an Apple• Macintosh'' Plus or a Macintosh 512K 
Enhanced compu1er v.•ith Microsoft Works-for less money. 
Which is 1vo derful. 
capability. Plus, you a soft1vJre progrJm that lets you use all this 
_ ·. \' ,4lacin1osh pov.•er in all vour subjec1s. 
\ ~ticrosoft Works is not jusl one progr.in1, it's four integrJted prt} 
grJ111s: "'>rd processing. data-base nianagen1ent, spre-Jdsheet with 
charting. and comn1unications. . 
~leaning vnu can pu1 charts in your history essays. Spre-Jdsheets 1n 
vour e..·onun1ics papers. Call Do1v Jones Nev.'S/Retnel'JI at 2:00 A.M. to 
get the fJcts for vour joumalisn1 story due al 8:00 A.M. 
So if you're taking n1ore than one subjec1 this sen1ester, you should 
check out Macintosh and ~licrosoft Works. 
But don't wait till the eleventh hour. This offer will end soon. 
And your paper might stay out all night. 
-- - · --· - - · 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
2401 4TH STREET, N.w: -
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Do yoJI think that the university ls concentndna too • 
SPEAKOUT lexl alld p~Olos complle<I by Allf• J. Brown 
purchasing assets such as the Hostess Factory and the 7-Dn-. 
as opposed to addressing Internal problems, such as doa u•ltory 
conditions? 
• 
... 
Siie It 
Ari Admlnis1r11lion 
Junior 
Kansas City, Missouri 
''I feel that it is very important that 
Howard start exploring other 
resources that can sustain the univer-
,sity besides the federal government . 
We must be open and optimistic 
about these new assets. " 
• 
• 
' 
• 
' -
Danit 
Markelin& 
1-"reshman 
Omaha. Nebraska 
'
11 think the university should 
think about spending the money 
more wisely . The dormitory condi-
tions here afe terrible. Howard has to 
invest more money into on-campus 
dirmitories. The money could also be 
spent on more academic resources.' ' 
I ' Robert Parker 
Finance 
Senior 
Atlanta, Georala . 
''I feel the university is doing itself 
and the community a great Service by 
expanding its capital base. The 
university's aggressive ventures will 
lead it to financial independence, 
while keeping tuitionat a reasonable 
rate. Furthermore, the schools out-
side .ventures do not 1nean that inter-
nal matters will be neglected.'' 
ot I 
Chemistry 
Julllor 
Chlcaao, Illinois . 
''In answering this question, one 
must first realize that Howard 
University is a non-profit corpora-
tion. However, by acquiring outside 
assets, the university increases its pur-
chasing power and. furthermore 
decreases its reliance on the federal 
government . These outside ventui:es 
create the capital for internal im-
orovements which might otherwise be 
neglected. '' 
f 
Allpllu M. Kln1 
u.111s1i 
Selllor 
Bronx, New York 
' Barry Loft 
Bro1dc ... Proclwcdom 
Ju•lor 
White Plahls, New York 
• 
, 
• 
\ 
' • 
"As far as I know, and perhaps the 
extent of my knowledge on this ·sub-
j~t, the university is not overexten-
ding itself on outside financial in-
1 Vestments. I suppose outside in-
vestments are necessary for the 
university to be financially pro-
sperous and more able to improve the 
university as a whole. However, I 
personally hope that some of the pro-
fits that are gained from these ven-
1tures will go to increase financia1 
assistance for Howard students." 
"I feel that the university's deci· 
sion to invest in outside revenue 
generators is a wise decision. So 
much or RO'*ird's money comes · 
from government fullcling and I think , 
we (Howard) are 100 dependent on· l 
the government. Therefore, I believe 
Howard should seek other means to 
generate revenue such as the future 
multi-sports complex. However, 
dorm conditions are also important 
because the university appears to be 
neglecting them.'' 
-
I Jackson 
place every semester. 
that takes 
' 
' 
In stating his argument as to why blacks 
should be interested in pursuing areas in foreign 
policy, Jackson stated that foreign policy is an 
avenue of power-to-power for black people.•• . 
This fact was realized by early black thinkers ' I 
such as W.E.B. DuBois and Paul Robeson. La!er ' 
on, as blacks ascended into avenues of higher 
power, the cudgel was carried on by men such 
as Ralph Bunche, assistant Secretary General of 
the United Nations, and who was ''the first black 
man to win the Nobel prize for Peace,'' Jackson 
continued . 
Jackson also mentioned what strides blacks 
have made more recently, and elaborated on t-he 
continuing unrest in South Africa. He noted that 
during the administration of President Harry S. 
Truman, a group of black thinkers began using 
words like ''divestment'' and ~'disinvestment'' 
before the thought of sanctions against South 
Africa was ever conceived in \\~ashington. 
S.A. Student ,, 
From page 1 
Howard}, so I came back to the U.S.'' he added. 
..... , •. ,, .. ,, .. , .... - .. ,.,...,, Sharoa , Barlow-Hughley, an advisor' in .t~ ·-
School of Comfllunications and member Of tJ:ie 
• 
committee which evaluated Dlamini's academic 
record for consideration of readmittance, said 
't that the committee considered Dlamini's late ac-
ceptance (for this semester) purely on ·an 
academiC basis, not on his situation while in ' 
South Africa. : 
ln•DO•ft•tor (in' ecva'ter) n. 1. One who begins or 
introduces something new; one who is creative. 
2. THE TRAVELERS COMPANIES. 
According to Bern, the Office of International · 
Student Services played no role in returning 
Dlamini to Howard: · 
''My understanding is [South African govern-
mental officials] know that Howard is against 
an apartheid system, and is known as 'The Mec-
ca of Black Education,' as if students are taught ·~ 
how to overthrow a regime," Dlamini said . 
• 
' 
' 
' . ' 
• 
' 
We will be on campus Tuesday, March 3. 
ANI> YOU CAN TOO. 
Ideas spark innovation. Imagination fuels 
it. Achievement realizes it. 
At The Travelers, we challenge your per 
tential so you can strive for innovation. 
So let your ideas help shape our future. 
And yours. 
Write to: Rubin Fisher, Assistant Director, 
College and Professional Recruiting, Departs 
ment 316, The Travelers Companies, One 
Tower Square, Hartford, Ct 0618.3 
\ 
The li'aveters CompanieS 
Hartford. Connecticut 06183 
• 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
''It is my Howard Univesity identification that 
held me up when I was first arrested,•• Dlamini 
added. 
He said, ''My parents had not been harrassed 
by the South African government when I left, 
but my brother-in-law's IS-year-old son was kill-
ed in a raid in Swaziland this past November.'' 
According to Dlamini, the South African 
government sent a letter to his family apologiz-
ing for mistaking him for someone else. 
''I was supposedly linked to an incident in 
which a car was blown up two days before my 
arrest,'' he said. 
The car was supposed to have been the same 
type Dlamini and his friends were driving when 
returning to Swaziland from his sister-in-law's 
funeral. 
Dr. Lawrence Kaggwa, the chairman of the 
Department of Journalism, said that he .was 
unaware that any student had such problems. 
Dlamini said, ''I think the way I was treated 
was normal for South African students study-
ing in the U.S. , es.,d:ially since I was from 
Howard.'' 
According to Bem, last semester lhere were 
about 25 South African students at Howard, and 
Dlamini is not the first to have difficulties leav-
ing his country to come to Howard. 
''Some studenls do not come straigh1 from 
South Africa because of the political problems 
there,'' he said. ''They have to flee South Africa 
and live in another country, and then come (to 
the U.S.) from the country they escape<l 10." 
Those countries, IC<Ordina 10 Betn, include the 
neighboring territories of Botswana and 
Swailand, with mosl students endina up in 
Botswana. 
"Some students cannot return to South Africa 
after graduation," Bern said. "They either Slay 
in the U.S., or they 10 10 neiahborins countries 
to South Africa.•• · 
Dlamini remains unsure of his plans afler 
graduation, ad<l•na tbat he would be in trot1ble 
ifif he returned to South Africa as a Howard 
graduate witll a journalism dc11ee. 
''I know the South Afric:aa paw •II after 
me and OCher peosile from the IOUtb.IU I lklc•,'' 
he said. 
"[My W"'1 shows - ..la. Jiii •l'l'er wl M 
we (Sovth Atrk10 ~~ we - •11 I 
W'ltdl1d by 4111 wbo e•k\lltt • dlFJ 
= ~ llld ushelnalM'n1dndlluriy 
"MOllJoumalilll. black .... w•itJ, .. 1111 
!:.~ Soltdt AfriclD IO•C j I IJ • I f' 1 ,'1 '9 
Scmll ......... M'"'Fcll 
or 111111Gi1"' '!Ill! t1t9 111' 
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Cl491FIED '. -
11n1os roabl!l'nNCtioN·;·_, · 
Fashionable cornroWs and ind-rviduOrs 
styled os you li k~. Coll B9i:2864 bet· 
ween 8-1 2om, 7- 1,~ weekda'fs·~' .. oll day 
weekends; or leave a m~ssoge ~ · ~- :-
Wonted : Port-time Referral Agents. Earn 
S250.00 per week. No selling, llexiblf' 
hours. 369-1 4 18, Ext. 411 
Avon-Sale!! !Free lipstick or nail-enamel 
with any jewelry purchase! For a 
brochure coll 797-0923 . Order now-pay 
later l 
Security Guards needed for conce rts , 
conventions and special events. All shifts 
available. Cl'.fra poy for 12 am-Som shift . 
Good iob for studying . Must be 18, with 
cleon police record and able to obtain a 
DC. guard license. Coll 441 -8009 Mon-
Fr1 10..4. 
Regional Office for St . Jude Ch ildren·s 
Research Hospital needs couse-or1ented 
1ndiv1duals to coordinate school and 
community fund-raising progr-:Jms. Com-
municotion ski lls essentia l. Pa rticularly 
relevont majors from resume develop-
ment ore : Public Relations, Speech, Com-
munications, Marketing and hospita l 
development. Opportun1t1es for advance-
ment. Doy/Evening hours. Free parking . 
Minutes from Pentagon Metro . EOE. 
486·3 100. 
Are there any Baho ' is or fr iends of thEi 
Baha'i Faith on campus? Please wri te 
P.O. Box 487 (campus moil) or coll 
726·5909. 
Students!!! Facu lty!! ! 
CASH PAID FOR USED AND UN-
WANTED TEXTBOOKS WITH RESALE 
VALUE • TIM JONES TAJ BOOK SERVICE 
·722·0701 . SUPPORT A STUDENT 
ENTERPRISE. "IT SOUNDS RIGHT" 
Trip lo MEAC Tournament 
Morch 6-8: -Price: $70.00 for 1he I st 40 
people, 85.00 for all others 
Price Includes: Round-trip Transporta-
tion: Washington-North Coro!1no 3 days 
and 2 nights HOTEL ACCOMODT10N : 
Double occupancy tronsportot1on to o!l 
go mes 
Tickets on Sole at Cromton : A $25 Non-
All money is due now now now . 
For i'l\ore Information Contact : Sheila : 
789-8454 or Maurice: 574-2462 
, 
·-
-GENERAL 
HOwor<rOiiiversity DepOrtmeni of Drama 
presents Symposlum,by Melissa T oylor. 
Februory 27·2B (7,30 eqch night) in the 
.O.romo, . D,ept . ~m . 1029 
' (g'ree·nroorql ... Admission Free ... Come 
'and Experience .... Yourself during the 
final weeks .of ~lock History month. For 
- • :nformotion contact Howor<;I 
Un1ver~rty Deportment. of Drama ot 
202·636·7050. - . • 
Th< lllKk Lllw Slad .. ls AuM!olloo 
of Howard University School of Low will 
sponsor o forum entitled ' 'Civil Rights-
Where are We Headed,'' Morch 3, 1987, 
at 6 p.m. in the Jdmes A. Cobb Moot 
Courtroom on the low school campus of 
Howard University, 2900 Von Ness, 
N.W. 
The guest will be Clarence Pendleton. 
chairman of the U.S. Civil Rights 
Commission. 
ALL ARE WELCOME AND ENCOURAG· 
ED TO ATTEND. ADMISSION IS FREE. 
' The Ctnler For Preprofesslonal The members of Nu Mu Psi D Phi will be 
Education holding a meeting on Monday March 2. 
Will conduct o health professions op· 1n room B-21 Douglass Holl at 7:00. All 
p lication and odmissicin woi kshop mem_bers ore asked to attend this 
9 :00om Saturday 3-1 4-87 ~n 105 Locke . ·~··i:neet t ng. 
Deadline: J..6-87 sign up in .Founders - · ~- -'-··-~· ---------
Library Room 336. • Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, 
AfTENTION , 
The A labama Student Assoc iation wi ll 
hold a meeting Monday. March 2. in 
room B-21 of Douglass Hol l ct 5 :00pm . 
The Health Profession club w il hove a 
General Business meeting on Wednesday 
· 'orch 4, 1987 at 5:30pm . 1n Locke Ho!l 
:?m 105. All ore welcomed! 
Tf!E LIBERAL ARTS STUDENT COUNCIL 
w ill hove its next GENERAL BODY 
MEETING on Wed . Morch 4th. in Room 
108 B!ockbu rn ot 7pm. 
The Lad ies of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority. 
Inc. Alpha Chapter 
ore proud to sponsor on Esoy contest in 
celebrot1on of Finer Womanhood 
Month.'' A l l fre shmen a n d 
soph o m ores a re i n vi t ed t o 
part icipate. 
t st Prize: 575.00 
2nd Prize: SS0.00 Gift C:.rtiflcat• 
from ''U p Against the Wall ' ' 
TOPIC :Def1ne your concept of Finer 
Womanhoodond e)'pla1n how this con-
cept coincides w ith your cont ri bution to 
the Block community. 
Es soys must not exceed l . 000 words and 
should be typed . They w ill be 1udged ac-
cording lo con !ent, mechanics and style, 
on o JOO point scale . Winners w ilt be an-
nounced 1n the April 3, edition of The 
Hilltop . 
Essays ore due Morch 20, 1987, 1n the 
Office of Student Actrv1t1es. room 117, 
Blackburn Cen ter c/ o Zeta Phi Beta 
Sororil)' Inc. 
Coming Soon 
SHANGRl-LA ! 
Cal1forn10 Student Assn . 
Inc.Presents on Area-Wide Step Show 
and Party Friday, February 27, 1987 
Blackburn Ballroom 7:30-2 
ATTENTION , 
Virgin Islands Student Association is 
hold ing a meeting on Friday 27, 1986 
pm . Dues and or deposit for the sweat-
shirts w ill be token . Please be there . 
Need F1nonc1ol Assistance? learn otx>ut 
the public end private sources on Morch 
5th, 3-5 p .m., Blackburn Center . Room 
148 . For more 1nfor 'Tl ot io(l, co ll 
636·5702 . 
Golden Key Notional Honor Society in-
vites you to o Golden Night at the 
Movies 1n celebration of Black History 
Month . Three movies for the price of one, 
1nclud1ng ''The River Niger·. and ''A 
Soldiers Story''. Frtdoy, February 27. 6 
pm-until. School of Business A uditorium. 
HOWARD STUDENTS! 120 YEARS OF 
DISUNITY IS TOO LONG! So look out for 
'' Uni ty Day '87 '' on Wednesday. Morch 
18, 1987; sponsored by H ,U.S.A . A ll 
student orgran1zotions please contact us 
1n Blackbu rn. rm . 102. o r tel . 
636-7007 / 700B. l'TS TIME FOR UNITYI 
WE 'RE TIRED OF TALKING! BLACK 
UNITED YOUTH dec lares ' 'WAR'' on 
Apathy . Come to our ra lly on Marc h 6. 
1987 at ·J2 noon on the main ya rd . LET 'S 
GET UNITED AND FIGHT IT ' 
HOW ARD STUDENTS! THEY 
ARE RAISING TUITION AGAIN! 
WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO 
ABOUT IT? LET'S ORGANIZE! 
See H.U.S.A for 1nformot1vn. Blackburn . 
rm. l 02 . tel. 636-700717008. Rally this 
Friday, Feb. 27. 1987 at 12 noon! 
' 
• 
, 
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Willi ANY ARTCARVED COLLEGE RING 
I 
Reward yourself with any 10 or 14 karat gold or Siladium ring 
and gel a 5'° necklace, free. 
Our Represenlati~ is on campus with distinguished 
tndilional and~ styles-
each bacUd by a FuU Lifetime Warranty. 
JI • 
·-- .. a. .... 
cs • •• 
Attention! Virgina Island Student 
Association meeting on Friday 27. 1987 
at 6:00 pm. Dues &/or deposit for the 
sweatshirts will be token. Pleose be 
there. 
BLACK HISTORY AND CLASS 
STRUGGLE, Sportaci st Class Series, 
Saturday. Feb. 28. 1 :00 p.m., Room 
142, Blockbur11. First class: ''Slavery and 
the Civil War." 636-3537. 
Th• Mary Church T•rnll Block 
Women's League of lhe N11ional 
Association of Colored Women's 
Club will hold it's first meeting on Mon-
day, Morch 2. at 6:00 p.m. in DGH 116. 
• • 
The Children of The Shaw Com-
munity cordioly invite you to attend o 
Black History Program . The Program is 
F'ee 
Time: 17:00-9:30 p.m . 
Dote : F·~i. Feb. 27, 1987 
location : !mmacu!ote Conception Base-
ment 1330 7th Street, N . W. (Near Giant 
Supermarket end 'O' Street Market) 
Also , on ' Feb. 2B 19B7. 2o00·4;00 
p .m. we w ill be at Howard University 
Blackburn Center D.C. CRUSADES 
Delta Sigma Thela Sorority, Inc. 
Wash ington. D.C A lumnae Chapter 
GRADUATE CHAPTER COMPETITION 
Metropolitan Area-Wide Greek Slep 
Sho,.· For Scholarship 
Saturday, Morch 14. 1987 Cromton 
Auditorium-Howard University 7:00pm 
General Admission $5.00 Orchestra 
$10.00 Reserved SectionS25 .00 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL WORKSHOP 
SPONSORED BY 
THE DEPARTMENT OF FEDERAL AF· 
FAIRS AND THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 
Thursday , Morc h 12 , 1987 9:45om.-12 
Noon 
Undergraduate Library Lecture Room 
L-45 
Howard University Department of Drama 
Presents 
SYMPOSIUM 
By Melissa T oylor 
Feb. 27-28 ot 7 :30pm . each night at the 
Dra ma Depo r t ment Rm . l 029 
(graenroom) Admission Free 
Come and experience . ... Yourself 
Professional Educators needed In M iami , 
Flor ido ! Sa la ri es range from 
$21 , 150-$39,411 . Recruiters Sandro 
Powell and Pot Tellis From the Dode 
Coun ty Public Schools in M1om1 Will be 
1nterv1ew1ng at the Blackburn University 
Cen lcr, Second Floor. Today and Tomor-
ro-w Feb. 20 and 21 . Come on In . 
· PIRSOHAi. . ' .. -· 
Good luck Bro""iher-·Ke;·th TOyTOr 1n your 
pursui t for Undergraduate Trustee! No 
one con deny that experience and sinceri-
ty ore on )'our s•de! 
Bro. Todd C . Show 
Thar 's Right ! B-0-B-B-Y, B-1-B-1!!! 
Good luck to Bobby Bul ler and Bibi Hol l 
as HUSA Candidates! Right on with your 
WRITE -IN Campaign! 
From your fellow Organizers! 
Keith Taylor 
Continue to locus on what reoly matters· 
-the issues . Your commitment, leader· 
ship, and experience clearly indicate your 
quahf1cotions as the next Undergraduate 
Trustee . • 
Tc Keith Taylor: Good luck in your com-
po1gn for the Undergraduate Trustee 
position . You hove our support. Keep the 
Fa ith and be Strong 
Love, Portia, Student Ambassadors, and 
Office of Student Recru itment 
CULPE PE R. HUGHES 
& HEAD 
New and used Block 
studies books. 
9770 Basket Ring Rd. 
Columbia, Md. 21045 
(30 l ) 730· 1484 
FREE Catalog 
Service by moil 
ONLY 
... 
Keith T oylor ' 
The r~d ahead .won't get any easier, 
but w1th our continued insight, we shall 
overcome. 
Sean McRae 
GOOD LUCK TO ALL THOSE CAN· 
DIDATES SEEKING OFFICE WITHIN THE 
LIBERAL STUDENT COUNCIL!! GOOD 
THINGS AWAIT YOU! 
Office of the President . 
BEN E. GEE 
What's up cuz? I still soy somebody 
doesn't know how to run their business 
affairs. Have we been hod or what? 
The Big EZ 
Georgette, 
We thank you for your supppr( in the 
SCLC Youth Meetings oroundithe Forsyth 
County issue lost month. You 
represented Howard University well! 
Kim, Lewis, and the SCLC Youth Div . 
Teddy., 
It never foils . .. You're always there for 
me. with me, when I need you the most . 
Thank you for holding me tight and never 
letting go. I love you 
Kuae 
Georgette 
Our fr iendship has nothing to do with 
the fact that you were olreody ''Really 
Down·· It's iust mode-you better! DEMA 
Keilh Taylor 
Good luck in your campaign. I know you 
will make ari excellent 
UNDERGRADUATE TRUSTEE. 
Your friend Fred . 
Good luck! !Georgette and Rob the Real· 
CandldalH 
Your Homegirl Sharon Carol 
To L.R . and M .C.: 
What's done in the dork always comes 
to light. . 
T.K.O . 
Erick Green 
I Want You!!! 
I om sure that· you feel the some way. 
I promise you that if you give me half o 
, chance, 1 con truly make you happy. 
There's on ly one thing standing in our 
way . 
(But , I con toke core of her !!! ) 
On-your-tip 
Joey Seisoy. 
I iust wonted to write yoU again . If you 
wont to find out who I am, ask E.H . or 
O .R. from New Rochelle High. 
Your admirer (C.M.) -
Keith T oylor, 
Campaigning hos been tedious. yet wor-
thwhile end ''informative''. You now 
hove reinforced knowledge of knowing 
that , YOU ore the most ''qualified '' . 
YOU represent ''fJct not fiction ' ', YOU 
w ill bring about '' positive'' chonge J 
To KeithToy!or 
Your post performance proves that you 
con do great things in the future. All the 
best! 
Beverly Johnson. President of the Human 
Development Club. 
The Chicago club wishes to offer good 
luck to <?e:orgette Greenlee and Robert 
Will iams · for H .U.S.A President/Vice 
Presidenf 
Keith Toylor 
The rood ahead won't get any easier , 
but with our continued insight , we shall 
overcome. 
Sean McRae 
. ·-- . ·-
Skinner 
from pa1e 1 
Skinner claimed that today's 
blacks have IOSt th.ii vital spirituality. 
''We have become extremely 
sophisticated in 20t.h Century. We 
have decided to be like white folks 
and rule God out of our lives. ' 1 he 
• said . , 
, 
.u ,._w '' 
A Post·Bacc1l1ureo11 Pragrom 
In Liberal Arts for Minority 
Sludenl1 In 
• Biology 
Chemistry • Economics 
Mathematics • Physics 
GRANTS AVAtlAILE: ' 
A 10111 of 20 lellowsh!ps: in the 9TIO!Jnl of 
S7.~. plus tuitt0n 11'ld medic1t btntlits. 
LENGTH Of AWAJID: 
One lull ynr. 1na wilt be con11nued during lhe 
9rlC!U1le pllast for successtul st~ts . 
C<*Dn'IQNS OF AWAJID: 
A.pplic1111s sl'lov1a nola !ht: Blctlelof ' • 
otgtff ior expec! to rtetive 11 belore 
Se;lltmbef 1 19871. 1na must lllWt grade 
point avtr1ges no! lowtr 1n1n 2.5 on 1 • .O 
""' 
APPllCATION •llOCIDUM: Wfile Of c•H 
"-·~rutt Progrl!fl 1n L_A 
1050 Mlekw11 Hiii 
W1YM S111e Url•..,llly 
°"'°'' .. , 4202 131 31 577-2309 
APPl.ICAil().~ CIEADltN( .a.th 11. '917 
..... ':: ::;·:·:":·:·:-~·=·=·:-$' I ...... 
He described sophisitication as 
cold and pragmatic. He also pointed 
out 1hat blacks are particularly 
susceptible to cold sophistication 
after they have been ''edumacated.'' 
Without spiritual power, faith and 
moral fonitude, people lack inteari-
ty and chances for a productive 
future. 
''The enemy is no longer external. 
The enemy is in our own communi-
ty, it is in our own minds,'' he said. ·· 
"We need a leadenhip tlw hu the 
vision to say we (as blocks) possess 
the ability to mipower ouneha. We 
need a leadership tho1 con be 
trusted,•• he expl•ined. ''The ques-
tion \s. can you ~ tnlllCd with thol 
Jsm'm"lp? po ygu en;wonby of 
LeDro1t 
Georgett e. 
The gaols which you seek ore within your 
graspl Just r~ch up and toke holdlll 
We l ove Yd\.1, Gentil Femme 
Good luck to Gerogette Greenlee and 
Robert Williams from the World Council 
of Churches North American Youth Sub-
Unite on Youth 
Dear Georgette. 
We hdve been b'lessed by the lives you 
hove touched for the post five years in-
volvement in United Block Christians. We 
hope that you ore afforded the oppor-
tunity to touch the lives of others ! 
United Black Christians of the UCt. 
Georgette and Rob,. We're with you 100' 
Elm St . Crew 
Best Wishes on your up and coming 
SBPA elections. Put your best food for-
vvard ''OHRT'' Angelo 
c;ood luck "OHRT" . 
Hape you w ill be successful during the 
1'~87 SBPA elections. Cynthia . 
)'au con do it for SBPA Student Coun-
ci l!!! Good luck Dilord, Hilliard, Rogers, 
a11d Touchstone. 
M.:irie 
Good luck to ''OHRT'' in the upcoming 
SBPA Student Council Election. I know 
you w ill w in. 
N ickie 
Best of luck Dill ., Hill ., Rog ., and Touch:-!-
The SBPA Student Council needs you. 
Jerry 
Good luck in the upcoming SBPA elec-
tion Dillard. Hilliard. Rogers. and 
To\ichstone for SBPA Student Council. 
Angie 
Members of the School of Human 
Ecology Graduate Student Council en-
dorse Keith for Undergraduate Trustee. 
Secrqt Admirer 
Thonk you very much for the valentine 
.Hilltopic 2-13-87 . It was charming-I trust 
you ore too? 
Khodijo 
Good luck in the upcominmg SBPA Stu-
dent Council elections. I have faith that 
you will rise to the occossion. 
Jerri C. 
Good luck in the endeovor to ''Unite'' 
SBPA ' 'for Progress'' -Dillard, Hilliard,! 
Rogers, and Touchstone. 
Natalie Boyd 
Lois : 
Because of the bod, we can appreciate 
the good . I do love you Clark 
Good luck in your endeavors for SBPA 
Executive Council Di1lord, H~lliard. 
Rogers, and Touchstone. 
:ieabody and D .. 0 .W. 
To Keith Taylor, 
A':. president of the Human Ecology stu-
dent council, your leadership, patience. 
and overwhelming ded ication to the 
stvJents has undoubtedly earned you a 
gold star * as the man for the job of 
UNDERGRADUATE TRUSTEE! GOOD 
LUCK!! ! 
Robin Y. Rice, President of {ACEI) 
Keith , 
Good Jl;ck w ith your campaign! You' ll 
make a good trustee. 
Kori Hunt, General Manager WHBC, 
B30-AM 
the legacy?'' 
She noted that Jesse Jackson bough1 
a house in the area. 
Before World War II some of 1he 
residents moved to the upper nor-
thwest section of D.C. a11d the nor-
t~rn suburbs. Two large residence 
halls were built during the war for 
black government workers during the 
war and were later used as dor-
mitories for Howard students . 
After the war, many of the well-to-
do residents fled as low-income 
blacks began to move into the a1·ea. 
In the '60s the original McGill. 
house was demolished 10 m,ake way 
for a Safeway store on Rhode Island 
A venue and 3rd St Teet . Absen1ee 
landlords and lack or maintenan..'C 
caused some of 1he houses to decay. 
"I just think lack or care wuo fac-
tor in the decay of some of the 
housos, said Bobby Lane, president 
of the LeDroil Park Alumni A 11 cicia-
tion. ~ 'It could also be an economic 
factor as well," he added. 
Lane recalled the closentsi 1hat 
once existed in the community. 
"LeDroit Pork was like a lanlily; 
everybody knew eot;11 other. As peo-
ple srarted to move out of the area, 
others stanecl to mowe la, llOI tnow-
ina lhe history of the cont1munity, he 
Aid . " . 
~-
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